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NEWS

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) has 
selected SHIM Sung-bo’s debut maritime 
thriller Haemoo as its pick for the Best Foreign 
Language Film category at next year’s Academy 
Awards. Executive produced and co-written 
by Bong Joon Ho, Haemoo follows a fishing 
trawler that takes on illegal immigrants only to 
be pursued by the coast guard and encounter 
disaster out on the open sea.
The film recently premiered at the Toronto 
International Film Festival, where it had a 
gala presentation, and was well received by 
local press, a fact that KOFIC stated was one 
of the main factors for the film’s selection.
SHIM’s film is also screening in competition 
at the San Sebastian International Film 
Festival and Fantastic Fest. It will next be seen 
at the Busan and Vancouver International 
Film Festivals.
Haemoo is a tragic story about Cheol-ju, a 
captain who is about to lose his ship ‘Jeon-
jin’ due to low income. With the intention to 
make a fortune, Cheol-ju invites stowaways 

on board. It is when they sail into a thick 
sea fog that tragedy strikes. A number of 
great actors play in the film. KIM Yun-seok, 
who plays the role of the captain, received 
favorable notices when he showed his 
capacity as an intense thriller actor in The 
Chaser (2008) and The Yellow Sea (2010). The 
crew members include LEE Hui-joon, who 
lately has gained a lot of popularity on screen 
and TV, and experienced actor MOON Sung-
keun, KIM Sang-ho and YOO Seung-mok 
also signed up for the supporting roles. PARK 
Yoo-chun, a member of the Korean boyband 
JYJ, acts as naïve crew member Dong-sik. 
Having already achieved recognition with 
his satisfactory acting ability on TV dramas, 
he gave impressive performance in this film. 
On top of that, rising star HAN Ye-ri played 
Hong-mae, a stowaway from China who falls 
in love with Dong-sik. 
The best crew members in the Korean film 
industry got together to boost the realism of 
Haemoo. The director of photography HONG 

Kyeong-pyo (Snowpiercer, Mother[2009]), the 
art director LEE Ha-jun (The Face Reader, The 
Thieves[2012]) and costume designer CHOI Se-
yeon worked together for the film. To maximize 
reality, they used only minimal computer 
graphics and shot on an actual ship floating on 
the sea. For the scenes they couldn’t film in a 
real ship, they made a set identical to the ship. 
Actors also contributed to the realism by staying 
and living as fishermen at a fishing village for a 
while. They had to go through physical pain as 
well because 70% of the entire film was shot on 
the ship.
Previous Korean films to be put up for Oscar 
consideration include Bong Joon Ho’s Mother 
(2009), JANG Hun’s The Front Line (2011), 
KIM Ki-duk’s Pieta (2012) and KANG Yi-
kwan’s Juvenile Offender (2012) last year. 
Up until now, no Korean film has made the 
Academy Awards shortlist for Best Foreign 
Language Film. Next year’s Oscars will take 
place on February 22nd.   
by lEE Ji-hye 

HaEMoo 
to Represent 
Korea at 
academy 
awards
Well-made thriller vies 
to oscar
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Sitges Invites Big 
Korean lineup
16 Films at Europe’s Top Genre Film 
Festival

The Sitges International Fantastic Film 

Festival of catalonia is no stranger to Korean 

film and their upcoming 47th edition proves 

no exception as europe's top destination 

for genre cinema has invited a 16-strong 

delegation of films from the peninsula. a 

varied selection of 14 features will screen in 

Spain along with a pair of shorts.

Invited to the festival’s oficial Fantàstic 

Òrbita, the main competition competition 

section for fantastic cinema will be KIM 

Seong-hun’s a Hard day, and Lee Jeong-

beom’s hit man thriller No Tears for the dead.

competing in the Noves Visions - Ficció 

section will be MooN Si-hyun’s Godsend, 

Lee Su-jin’s award-winning Han Gong-ju, 

LeeSoNG Hee-il’s Night Flight and KIM Ki-

duk’s latest film one on one. auteur JeoN 

Kyu-hwan’s new film angry Painter will 

screen in Noves Visions - emergent and the 

documentaries Manshin, by ParK chan-

kyong, and Non Fiction diary, by JUNG yoon-

suk will screen in Noves Visions - No Ficció 

along with the international premiere of Lee 

Sang-woo’s dear dictator.

a trio of films will also screen in the Focus Àsia 

lineup: JaNG Joon-hwan’s Hwayi: a Monster 

boy, yooN Jong-bin’s Kundo: age of the 

rampant and JeoNG yeon-shik’s The Fives. 

Screening in anima’t, where yeoN Sangho’s 

The Fake picked up the top award last year, 

will be JaNG Hyung-yun’s The Satellite Girl and 

Milk cow.

I SaW THE DEVIl to Get 
Remake Treatment
adam Wingard and Simon Barrett on 
Board to Direct and Write 

KIM Jee-woon’s violent revenge thriller I 

Saw the devil  (2010) has developed quite 

a reputation internationally since it bowed 

in 2010 and now a Hollywood remake is 

underway with director adam Wingard and 

writer Simon barrett on board. Staring Lee 

byung-hun and cHoI Min-shik, the original 

dealt with the cat and mouse game played 

by a rogue National Intelligence Service 

agent who chases after the serial killer who 

brutally murdered his fiancé. With the killer’s 

identity revealed early on, the film follows 

the agent’s cruel quest for vengeance as he 

opts to harass and torture the killer rather 

than arrest or murder him, revealing himself 

to capable of equally monstrous acts.

Wingard and barrett are growing names in 

the genre filmmaking community, having 

made you’re Next (2011) and this year’s The 

Guest, as well as participating in V/H/S and 

abcs of death omnibus series. The film will 

be produced by Jessica and Keith calder of 

Snoot entertainment (behind you’re Next 

and The Guest) and adi Shankar and Spencer 

Silna. reports indicate that the project has 

been on the cards for some time and script 

work and casting are already underway.

The news makes I Saw the devil  the latest 

in a long list of high profile Korean releases 

remade in Tinseltown, which includes 

Spike Lee’s take on oldboy (2003) that was 

released last year. 

london Korean Film 
Festival Gears Up for 
9th Edition
KUNDo: aGE oF THE RaMpaNT and 
REVIVRE to Bookend Fest 

The London Korean Film Festival (LKFF), put 

on by the Korean cultural center UK (KccUK), 

has revealed the sections and some the films 

that will feature at its upcoming 9th edition. 

opening this year’s festivities in London 

will be yooN Jong-bin’s period action film 

KUNdo: age of the rampant while IM Kwon-

taek’s 102nd film revivre has been selected 

to close the festival.

KUNdo: age of the rampant, which stars Ha 

Jung-woo and GaNG dong-won, will be part 

of the ‘K-drama Period’ lineup, which will 

also include HaN Jae-rim’s The Face reader, 

among others. Highlighting recognised 

independent titles that have screened in the 

busan International Film Festival will be the 

‘K-bIFF choice’ program, which will feature 

Lee Su-jin’s award-winning Han Gong-ju.

Individual focuses this year will include 

retrospectives on actor JUNG Woo-sung, 

producer Lee Jun-dong and director KIM Ki-

duk. Films to screen will include cold eyes, a 

Girl at My door, Hwayi: a Monster boy, one 

on one, Moebius and Pieta.

Meanwhile, ZHaNG Lu’s Gyeongju will be 

part of the ‘K-Spotight’ strand, ‘K-actors’ 

will feature omnibus film The youth and KIM 

Ki-young’s classic The Housemaid (1960) 

will screen in the ‘K-classics’ sidebar. There 

will also be a section called ‘K-Literature & 

Webtoon’ and the ‘K-Shorts’ program, which 

will feature works curated by Tony rayns.

a Hard day

revivre
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The hottest issue in the first half of 2014 was 
none other than Roaring Currents. This film 
outperformed Avatar (2009), a long reigning 
king in Korea’s all-time box office standings 
by a wide margin. The James CAMERON film 
was released in Korea on December 17th, 2009 
and came to the throne of the all-time Korean 
box office, pushing The Host (2006) directed 
by BONG Joon Ho into second place on 
January 27th, 2010. Before Roaring Currents 
hit the screens, Avatar was the only film to 
go over KRW100 billion (more precisely, 
KRW124.9 billion) in sales and drew about 
13.3 million spectators. The American sci-
fi film seemed like an impenetrable barrier. 
Several Korean films attempted to break 
Avatar’s record to no avail, until the release of 
Roaring Currents this past summer. 
Roaring Currents’ box office performance 
was even more radical. The sea battle saga 
surpassed ten million spectators in just 12 
days after its premiere and broke Avatar’s 
record in 18 days. Ten days later, the film 

also eclipsed Avatar in ticket sales since the 
prices of tickets to Avatar were higher than 
those of 2D films as it was a 3D film. And 
now, Roaring Currents is heading for the 18 
million viewer milestone after passing 17 
million viewers.  This figure is four million 
viewers more than that of Avatar and the gap 
is widening little by little.

Fastest To Reach Ten Million admissions 

The amazing box office run of Roaring 
Currents became the talk of the town. The 
Korean film industry began to check and 
review its industrial status quo by way of 
Roaring Currents.  What makes Roaring 
Currents special is not its ticket sales but 
the speed of its box office run. Let’s take a 
look at how much time films took to reach 
ten million viewers in the past, a symbol of 
mega hits in Korean cinema. For Silmido 
(2003), the first film to ever attract over ten 
million spectators in Korea, it took 58 days. 
It reached ten million viewers on February 

19th, 2004. Since then, the times have been 
shortened. It took 22 days for The Host (2006) 
to hit the milestone. The Host was the most 
commercially successful Korean film before 
Roaring Currents, but Roaring Currents 
reached the milestone ten days earlier than 
The Host. Ten years after Silmido, the time 
has been cut by a factor of five. 
Then what does this speed mean? No one 
can deny that monopoly and oligopoly laid 
the foundation for the speedy breakthrough. 
Roaring Currents accounted for 62% of the 
nation’s screens. This large percentage came 
across as even unrealistic. The integration of 
production-distribution-exhibition began to 
gain ground in the 2000s, further cementing 
monopoly and oligopoly by films produced 
by conglomerates. Behind the success of 
Roaring Currents was CJ E&M who strongly 
supported the film.
But this is not the only reason why Roaring 
Currents became so successful. One should 
take into consideration that it took 33 

a Mega Hit 
is Born and 
a Music Film 
puts Up 
a Good Fight

Korean Box office Report
January ~ august 2014

box officE

roaring currents
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days and 38 days for Haeundae (2009) and 
Masquerade (2012) respectively to reach 
the milestone. The two films suffered from 
monopoly and oligopoly controversies as well. 
Some say that the success of Roaring Currents 
is attributable to bandwagon effects through 
which demand produces more demand. But 
its success is not explained through such a 
simple economic principle.

Roaring Currents Mitigates Koreans’ Sense 

of Defeat

In conclusion, audiences held the key to 
its success. Those who watched Roaring 
Currents have very little differences in 
tendencies and characteristics. Their goal 
was clear. Roaring Currents is based on a 
legend-like historical fact. Admiral YI Sun-
shin is one of the greatest national heroes in 
Korea. Most Koreans have heard about the 
Battle of Myeongnyang at least once. Winning 
the battle was nearly unthinkable under the 
circumstances, but it was a truly miraculous 

victory for Korea. Audiences wanted to watch 
spectacles of the victory and by allotting 
half of its running time to battle scenes, 
Roaring Currents catered to the audiences’ 
expectations. In this context, Roaring 
Currents is a well-planned commercial film 
that effectively utilizes the historical super 
hero. Some say that the admiral’s leadership 
appealed to audiences. But the film does 
not focus on his leadership although it has 
some impressive lines. Admiral YI is a smart 
military commander in this film. Roaring 
Currents is close to a military historical film 
like War of the Arrows (2011), the previous 
film from the same director.
An important point is that this film shows 
an overwhelming victory. This element is 
very important to the Korean audiences at a 
time like now. Over the past several years, the 
Korean people have ceaselessly felt a sense of 
defeat from the sinking of the Sewol Ship to 
corruption from high-ranking officials. Even 
though many innocent people died and a slew 

of corruption cases evoked public criticism, 
Korean society remains the same. The Korean 
people came across Roaring Currents in the 
midst of these events, having felt a sense of 
helplessness. So, the film approached them 
not as a historical record but as a messiah-like 
fantasy. On the flip side, the Roaring Currents 
fever is a desire to shrug off the sense of defeat 
and to move on. It’s a subconscious will to 
overcome realities that seem unchangeable.

First Half Hits Deal with political Issues in 

Korea

The same goes for other films. This past 
summer, historical summer blockbusters such 
as KUNDO: Age of the Rampant and The 
Pirates deal with periods without a properly 
operating government system.  In these films 
when the nation is in a crisis, the King runs 
away.  Instead, bandits, pirates and a once-
dismissed admiral create strong people power 
for a just and great cause and finally give 21st-
century audiences catharsis through victories.    

Title Release Country Gross in KRW Admission

1 Roaring Currents 2014-07-30 Korea 130,724,804,810 16,947,953  

2 Frozen 2014-01-16 US 82,461,504,400 10,296,101 

3 Miss Granny 2014-01-22 Korea 62,697,531,249 8,656,547    

4 The Pirates 2014-08-06 Korea 53,908,176,906 7,041,641   

5 The Attorney 2013-12-18 Korea 41,927,322,800 5,688,905  

6 Transformers: Age of Extinction 2014-06-25 US 44,013,109,845 5,295,929 

7 KUNDO: Age of the Rampant 2014-07-23 Korea 36,979,810,499 4,773,662  

8 Edge of Tomorrow 2014-06-04 US 38,717,412,201 4,697,110   

9 X-Men: Days of Future Past 2014-05-22 US 34,651,695,766 4,313,446   

10 The Amazing Spider-Man 2 2014-04-23 US 34,844,174,800 4,164,946  

11 Dawn of the Planet of the Apes 2014-07-10 US 31,513,748,095 4,002,539

12 Captain America: The Winter Soldier 2014-03-26 US 31,707,872,385 3,962,812    

13 The Fatal Encounter 2014-04-30 Korea 29,893,316,890 3,849,435    

14 The Divine Move 2014-07-03 Korea 28,810,639,456 3,566,316  

15 A Hard Day 2014-05-29 Korea 26,995,930,900 3,448,583   

16 How To Train Your Dragon 2 2014-07-23 US 23,956,514,789 2,996,653 

17 The Target 2014-04-30 Korea 22,256,639,300 2,841,824  

18 Non-Stop 2014-02-27 US, France 16,066,174,940 2,084,457  

19 Noah 2014-03-20 US 15,514,083,500 2,026,574    

20  Man in Love 2014-01-22 Korea 14,510,222,300 1,979,311 

TOP 20 Box Office Hits: 1st half 2014

The Pirates

KUNdo: age of the rampant
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What does sympathy between cinema and 
history in the summer box office of 2014 
mean?  Let’s adopt a different approach 
here and look at Roaring Currents via a 
major ideology in Korea cinema, which is 
to be excited about Korean films that drew 
over ten million viewers. It began in the 
summer of 2012. As anticipated, The Thieves 
directed by CHOI Dong-hoon easily crossed 
ten million viewers, becoming a smash 
hit. Then Masquerade and Miracle in Cell 
No.7 attracted over ten million spectators 
in autumn and winter, respectively. In the 
following spring, Ironman recorded about 
nine million admissions, then in the summer, 
Snowpiercer and The Face Reader drew about 
nine million spectators as well. Finally the 
following winter season saw The Attorney and 
Frozen hit ten million admissions, followed 
by Roaring Currents. 
Since 2012, films have drawn more than or 
nearly ten million admissions every season, 
and as a result, these films have powered 
the Korean film industry. Roaring Current 
peaked in this environment. This fact will fuel 
competition among Korean films to become 
mega hits in the future.

Recent Trend: The Spectacular period Film 

Genre   
This year’s box office standings show that 
there is a correlation between budget sizes 
and genres. In Korean box office standings 
from January to August this year, four of 
the top ten films were period films, each of 
which recorded a production budget of KRW 
10 billion or more. The quartet is Roaring 
Currents (1st), The Pirates (3rd), KUNDO: 
Age of the Rampant (5th) and The Fatal 
Encounter (6th). This fact vividly shows what 
capital in the Korean film industry is being 
pursued these days. Today, the main genre 
of Korean cinema is spectacular period films 
just as Hollywood studios set their sights on 
super hero franchises and fantasy adventures. 
Period films have been steadily produced since 
2000. But this year’s historical film boom is 

unprecedented. Now, this trend is expected to 
continue in the second half of this year and after. 
Observing other genres, crime and action 
thrillers are still hot tickets. The Devine Move 
(7th), A Hard Day (8th) and The Target 
(9th) with average budgets inked successful 
box office scores. The so-called ‘men’s films,’ 
a unique genre in Korean cinema is still 
performing well in the box office. 
One interesting fact is that the trend has 
changed a little. No Tears for the Dead 
and Man on High Heels of the same genre 
flopped despite much anticipation. Their 
failure is attributable mostly to their narrative 
structures. While The Target and A Hard 
Day run for one single goal, the heroes of No 
Tears for the Dead and Man on High Heels 
stick to old memories, which lead to many 
flashbacks. The action thriller genre has been 
a major genre in Korean cinema since the 
mid-2000s. This genre has steadily evolved. At 
the moment, the success of a film of this genre 
seems to hinge on the speed of its storytelling.

artbusters Steadily Born 

On the other hand, artbusters became the most 
talked-about item when observing Korean and 
foreign films altogether. This word, a combined 

word of art films and blockbusters, two words 
that do not mix, came out for the first time 
three years ago. As The Day He Arrives (2011), 
a HONG Sangsoo film performed better than 
expected at the box office, the word ‘artbuster’ 
was born to indicate an art film that become 
commercially successful. This term was not 
used for a while. But this year, the term revived 
as The Grand Budapest Hotel directed by 
Wes ANDERSON recorded about 700,000 
admissions. Afterwards, successful box office 
scores were recorded by Her directed by Spike 
JONZE, The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed 
Out the Window and Disappeared, a Swedish 
film and Attila Marcel, a French film. The 
Korean films HAN Gong-ju and A Girl at My 
Door put up a good fight as well.
The next big title was Begin Again. As of 
September, the film surpassed 2.3 million 
admissions. Its ticket sales in Korea (about 
US$17.62 million) outnumbered its U.S. 
box office performance (about US$16.11 
million). Begin Again raked in the most sales 
in Korea among the countries where the film 
was released. In addition to its quality, the 
success of this film is an indication that Korea 
has a music film market that is bigger than 
expected. Although their substance is a little 
unclear, artbusters are one of the hottest issues 
in the Korean film industry this year.  
Due to a low market share, Korean cinema 
felt a sense of crisis in the second quarter 
of this year. But by summer, Korean films 
regained their power, accounting for 51.7% 
of the total number of viewers during the 
period from January to August. Most of the 
summer successes were spectacular Korean 
blockbusters where Hollywood blockbusters 
used to hog the season’s box office in Korea 
in the past. As mentioned, more and more 
Korean summer blockbusters eyeing ten 
million admissions are making their dreams 
come true. The success of Roaring Currents 
this year is expected to accelerate this trend.   
by KIM Hyung-seok(film critic)

Audience Share by Country: the first half 2014

Korea 43.1%

US Direct 
Distribution36.9%

china 0.2%

Japan 1.2%Other 0.2%

europe 3.7%

US Imports 
14.6%
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2,996,653 1,305,827

3,560,656 4,773,662

7,041,662

1,461,093

16,947,968

5,508,017

1,328,888

9,070,172

5,529,242

4,899,027

2,964,507

2013 summer big hit movies 

2014 summer big hit movies 

KOREAN MOVIES 

KOREAN MOVIES 

COLD EYES
 (opening day July 3) 

THE TERROR, LIVE 
(opening day July 31) 

Mr. GO 
 (opening day July 17) 

PERCIFIC RIM 
 (opening day July 11) 

THE DIVINE MOVE  
(opening day July 3) 

ROARING 
CURRENTS   

 (opening day July 30) 

HOW TO TRAIN 
YOUR DRAGON 2    
(opening day July 23) 

GUARDIANS 
OF THE GALAXY     

(opening day July 31) 

THE PIRATES    
(opening day August 6) 

HEAMOO    
(opening day August 13)  

NOW YOU SEE ME 
(opening day August 22) 

HIDE AND SEEK  
(opening day August 14) 

SNOWPIERCER  
(opening day July 31) 

RED 2  
(opening day July 18) 

TURBO
(opening day July 25) 

KUNDO: 
AGE OF THE RAMPANT 

(opening day July 23) 

THE FLU   
(opening day August 14)  

viewer viewer 

viewer viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

viewer 

2,539,115

2,989,649

1,938,977

1,921,393 

Total 2013 summer movie viewers 38,688,987 

2013 vs 2014,
KoREaN SUMMER BoX oFFICE

The 2014 summer box office was a great victory for roaring currents. This Korean 
blockbuster score 17.5 million viewers. It equaled twice a typical hit movie. Then was 2014 

summer box office bigger than 2013? Let's take a look at the 2014 summer box office 
inside. (based on KobIS box office, aggregate until august 30) 

FOREIGN MOVIES

FOREIGN MOVIES

Total 2014 summer movie viewers 38,087,521

Surprisingly 2013 summer movie viewers total is more than 2014. This summer box office whirlwind is an illusion created by roarING cUrreNTS. 
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Where did you come up with the film’s 
motif?
I had a friend that committed suicide. After 
the friend was gone, I was troubled and as I 
also have a panic disorder I thought of the 
idea of what make us terrified and anxious. 
Why wasn’t I able to help my friend and how 
can I help myself were some of the questions I 
asked myself, then I came to a conclusion that 
humans should save humans. Although life 
can be dull, and although everyone may look 
like they’re leading different lives, finding 
hope within everything is what I wanted to 
focus on. Then the next idea I thought about 
is what is necessary for one to be alive, and 
can I really make a film about being alive. It 
was psychologically a very difficult film to 
shoot and the shooting itself felt like the film 
Alive. I kept questioning myself if I knew the 
answer to what I needed during the shoot and 
kept on going, looking for the non-existing 
perfect representation. But in the end, I think 
shooting film is never knowing what you 
exactly want.

Alive is loaded with symbolisms. Could 
you expand on this?
I think once we apply meaning to everyday 
materials, they begin to have significant 
meaning. To show them through film is to use 
mise-en-scene and to relate it to the narrative 
is creating a metaphor. As for the incubator, 

the protagonist eats the chicken but his sister 
becomes concerned with saving the eggs 
left behind, creating an irony. She opens the 
window for the eggs which in turn becomes 
an element that could have let the bean paste 
rot. Even though that wasn’t the case, the 
event leads to an unreasonable relationship 
between the rich and the poor. The rich makes 
excuses to hide the truth in order to fight for 

what they want, and everyone else ends up 
fighting each other without knowing the full 
story. The reflection of this relationship is 
represented by the rotting bean paste. What 
is ironic is that the owner of the factory and 
his daughter wanted the money to purchase 
a fancy TV to see the world more clearly. The 
incubator, the opened window, the door that 
was taken off then put back up, and the TV 

iNTERViEW

“Finding hope within everything”

paRK 
Jung-bum

alIVE  actor & Director 
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were some of the important symbols but none 
of them were clearly spoken for.

You also acted in your films such as The 
Journals of Musan(2011) and Alive. Are 
you planning to star in your future works 
as well?
I think I will act again in the future. The 
reason I act is because I want to become a 
part of the film and only if that is a possibility. 
If my existence in the film can overcome 
audience preferences and look natural in the 
film, that is when I will participate. However, 
commercial films need star power and it 
would make sense to cast someone more 
famous and better at acting than myself.

You didn’t study film or filmmaking. How 
did you become a director?
In short, I was influenced by director 
KITANO Takeshi. During my mandatory 
army service, I was asked to rent out R-rated 
video tapes while running an errand. But 
when I went to the video store, there was a 
soldier there so I was too scared to rent porn 
and decided to rent an action film instead. 
KITANO Takeshi’s Hanabi had a cover with 
someone holding a gun, and the tagline had 
the word violence in it. So I thought it’d be 
a good film to watch and took it back to our 
bunk, but everyone was disappointed and left 
the room. They scolded me and told me to 
write a review on the film. I watched it until 
everyone returned, and ended up replaying 
it twice, then three times and more. After 
watching it a few times, the more I saw it the 
more I realized how great the film was. I was 
curious about the director who used to be a 
comedian and felt encouraged that I too can 
be someone like him even though I studied 
physical education in university.

When did you start making films in 
earnest? 
After being discharged from the army, I took 
a film course at school and the short that I 
directed won the first prize at a student film 

festival. The jury gave me a lot of support and 
I reshot the movie which was Templementary 
(2001). It won several awards at the Busan 
International Short Film Festival, and 
also went to the New York International 
Independent Film and Video Film Festival 
and more. I felt as if electricity went through 
my body as I saw the audiences stand up 
and applaud and that’s when I decided that I 
would continue to direct. However, I made 23 
short films afterwards of which none of them 

were selected for film festivals. I wondered 
why and realized that I was trying to copy 
preexisting films instead of having my own 
color. With that realization, I made the 24th 
short, 125 JEON Seung-chul (2008) and with 
it I continued to make films that were more 
like me, including the feature The Journals of 
Musan (2010), and worked on LEE Chang-
dong’s Poetry as assistant director, and finally 
this year’s Alive.

You always write the screenplay directly. 
Have you been writing for a long time?
I went to Yonsei University for physical 
education, and when I took my electives, it 

was hard for me to follow. Then I decided to 
train myself so I went to the library every day 
during the breaks and practiced writing and 
read as many novels as possible. At the same 
time, I started to write daily journals which 
I continued for about two years. I don’t write 
journals anymore, but I still have the habit of 
noting ideas down and I think it helps greatly 
with writing.

Would you be interested in working on a 
film that someone else wrote?
I’d be very interested. I’m looking right now 
and if there’s something good, I’d love to work 
on it. I think if we can compare imagination 
to a room, I think film is something that 
narrows that room down. When people read 
a novel, there are many ways to imagine 
and draw the story, while animation makes 
that room for imagination a little bit smaller 
and film is almost reality. The process of 
narrowing that gap is the fun part of making 
a film. That’s why I’d be really interested in 
having an original story from a novel or 
poetry. The next project I’m working on with 
director LEE Chang-dong is based on a novel 
and I’m also about to work on a project with 
Myung Films where I got the inspiration from 
a series of poetry.

Can you tell us about your next film?
I read a series of poetry and was inspired 
to make a film. We’re currently working on 
the treatment and my goal is to shoot next 
summer.

What would you like the non-Korean 
audiences to take from Alive?
I hope that non-Korean audiences will receive 
the film the same way. There may be some 
curiosity around the bean paste or other 
technical elements but I would like the film 
itself to be the same for everyone, about the 
hardships of living.   
by  June KIM 

alive

The Journals of Musan
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zoom iN

10 MUST-SEE 
KOrean FIlMS 
aT BIFF the Busan International Film Festival is an important event that 

presents a new roadmap for Korean films. a number of films have 
their world premieres and many of them receive positive reviews 
for their aesthetic quality. Which Korean films will be highlighted 
at BIFF 2014? Korean cinema today presents a list of 10 Korean 
films that you shouldn’t miss at the festival.

End of Winter 
KIM Dae-hwan
99min | new currents

KIM Seong-geun, a teacher at 
Cheolwon Technical High School, 
will soon retire and his scattered 
family members head to town to 
attend his retirement ceremony. After 
the ceremony, he drops a bombshell 
in front of the family saying that he 
will divorce his wife Yeo-jeong. As if 
representing the devastated family’s 
emotions, a harsh snowstorm blows 
through the town and they are stuck 
at Seong-geun’s place. They are forced 
to spend two uncomfortable nights 
in the small closed area of the official 
residence as the old couple is about 
to divorce. In End of Winter, the 
psychology of each member facing 
the uneasy situation is delicately 
described. Director KIM Dae-
hwan said that he wanted to express 
a family having difficulties with 
communication and his thoughts 
about relationships.
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We Will Be ok 
BaeK Jae-ho | 102min | new currents

We Will Be Ok directed by BAEK Jae-ho is a story about a 
background actor who writes a script when a project he was going 
to be taking part in is canceled. This film contains the real story 
about the director himself who has been an indie film actor for a 
long time (he appears in the film with his real name). Sang-seon 
is a thirty-year-old background actor, but he has never been in a 
commercial movie. Knowing that no one will cast him, he gathers 
his friends to make a film. As he prepares for production, the future 
seems hopeful. However, the reality is not as smooth as he hoped 
for. The film is not even going to be finished. Eventually, production 
is canceled and he decides to write his own scenario. The story is 
about the many problems a poor actor encounters while he pursues 
his dream, which is described in an interesting manner.

love Never Fails
MIn Byung-hun  | 99min | Korean cinema today: Panorama

Love Never Fails  is a story about a family that loses its empathy and 
falls into a bottomless pit. It was directed by MIN Byung-hun, who 
won the Silver Prize at the Thessaloniki International Film Festival 
and the Grand Prize, the Critics’ Prize and the Audience Prize at 
the Torino Film Festival in 1998 with the feature drama film The 
Flight of the Bee (1998). Love Never Fails  is the second episode of 
the ‘Trilogy about Life’, which he started with Touch in 2012. Eun-a 
is beautiful and well educated, but her marital life is unhappy. She 
wants to compensate for her failed life through her daughter. She 
thinks it is more important than anything else for her daughter to 
keep good grades and enter a renowned university. It means she 
doesn’t let her daughter look away from books at any moment. 
Su-a is always daunted because her mom scolds her even when she 
receives excellent marks. Her father Sang-hyeon is a physician at a 
university hospital. He is in trouble because he has been accused of 
sexually harassing a teaching assistant. The day ‘love doesn’t fail’ for 
this family seems far off.

Daughter 
KU Hye-sun
84min | Korean cinema today: Panorama

Daughter is the third film directed by KU Hye-
sun after Magic (2010) and The Peachtree 
(2012). KU Hye-sun, famous for her main role 
in the Korean Wave drama Boys Over Flowers 
(2009), directed, wrote and starred in this film. 
It is the first film KU Hye-sun both starred in 
and directed. Between a mom who oppressively 
punishes her daughter and the daughter who 
suffers the torment, KU Hye-sun acts as the 
daughter when she is grown up. A committed 
Christian, the mom forces her daughter who is 
in middle school to lead an abstemious life and 
keeps her eyes on her at every moment. She even 
cruelly beats her. The daughter who grows up 
with the abuses later hears news about her mom 
struggling against cancer.
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a Matter of Interpretation
lee Kwang-kuk | 99min | Korean cinema today: Vision

A Matter of Interpretation is the second feature film directed 
by LEE Kwang-kuk. After he showed his capability as a 
storyteller with his debut film Romance Joe (2012), the item 
he picked for the second film is dreams, or the interpretation 
of dreams to be precise. An actress who has no choice but to 
stop the show because no one watches her play, gets angry 
with her troupe members and walks out of the theater. 
Wandering around the street, she receives a phone call from 
her friend. The friend warns her to be careful explaining her 
dream. The actress doesn’t take it seriously and ignores the 
warning. As she walks into a park that she often visits, she 
encounters a detective who is more talented in interpreting 
dreams than investigating. He takes her to a strange world. 
The film wittily develops the story about what influence 
dreams have on us and vice versa.

a Midsummer’s Fantasia
JanG Kun-jae | 96min | Korean cinema today: Vision

This is the third feature film of JANG Kun-jae, who made 
news at global film festivals and grabbed the Dragons and 
Tigers Award at the Vancouver International Film Festival 
with his debut film Eighteen in 2009. This joint Korean-
Japanese film was shot in Gojo, a small town in Japan during 
the summer of 2013 by staff members and actors of both 
nations. A Midsummer’s Fantasia is a twofold film. In the 
first part, the director flies to Gojo, Japan, where he meets 
fascinating locals. The second part is a fiction inspired by 
stories from the first part. The contents of the film shifts 
back and forth between reality and fiction. The director goes 
to Japan with an interpreter to write a new story and find 
locations. He listens to the inhabitants and learns about their 
lives. After looking around the town, he is inspired and comes 
up with a new idea. What he has been hearing for several 
days leads to a new story and it flows like reality.

Set Me Free
KIM tae-yong | 108min | Korean cinema today: Vision

Yeong-jae runs away from a home that he is sick and tired of, and starts living in 
the ‘House of Issac’, a facility where runaway kids live together. After some time 
has passed, he is just about to leave the facility at the age of 17. Without anywhere 
to go, the last place he’d want to go to is his home where a delinquent father is 
waiting. Yeong-jae pretends to be a good person planning to be a priest when 
around those who are nice to him, but he actually survives day to day selling stolen 
things and betraying friends. One day, while he stands on the edge of life, his 
father visits him. The father intends to have Yeong-jae raise his younger brother, 
and Yeong-jae rages with unbearable fury. KIM Tae-yong was invited to the Cine 
Foundation of the 63rd Cannes Film Festival and won the Grand Prize at the 11th 
Jeonju International Film Festival in 2010 with Frozen Land. While Frozen Land 
was a film about a boy on the border between desire and ethics, this film honestly 
deals with the agony of a young man who grew up on desperation.
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Entangled
lee Don-ku | 94min | Korean cinema today: Vision

A mother, her two daughters and the husband of the older daughter 
live together. The daughter delivers a baby seven years after marriage 
and the family becomes ecstatic. However, an unexpected tragedy 
approaches. They fall deeply into grief and struggle to escape from 
it, but cannot find an exit. Entangled is the second film directed 
by LEE Don-ku, who showed his bold direction ability and sharp 
social consciousness with his debut film Fatal (2012) at the Berlin 
International Film Festival. This story about an old woman with 
dementia and her family contains the director’s intention to ‘describe 
family as the most terrifying thing’. The film reveals the director’s 
tendency of attempting to look at the ugliness inside human beings 
rather than beauty. The stable acting skills of experienced actors 
actively performing on TV and in films is also noteworthy.

by MIN Soo-yeon

The actress
MOOn So-ri | 18min | Short Film Showcase

MOON So-ri is a renowned actress known for 
her acting skills. Since she won the New Actor 
Award at the Venice Film Festival for her role 
as a woman with cerebral palsy in Oasis (2002), 
she has actively worked in films, switching from 
one character to another. Her love for acting led 
her to study directing. The Actress  is the first 
short film she has directed. The main character 
of The Actress goes hiking with friends. There 
she meets an arrogant producer who is toasting 
with several men and joins them. The men 
furtively express the prejudice they have about 
actresses. She plays the protagonist and directed 
the film at the same time. What conclusion has 
she reached?

Gifted
JUHn Jai-hong | 105min | Korean cinema today: Vision

JUHN Jai-hong is the grandson of KIM Heung-su, a master in Korean 
art circles, and an apprentice of KIM Ki-duk. He was invited to with 
the short competition section of Venice Film Festival with the short 
film Mul-go-gi (2007) and to the Panorama section of the Berlin 
International Film Festival with his feature debut Beautiful (2007). 
His second feature film Poongsan (2011) was written and produced 
by KIM Ki-duk. His next work Gifted is about the dangerous choice a 
man makes when he loses his job just before marriage. He had plans 
to get married to a woman, who wanted a husband with a sound job 
and finances, but he is suddenly fired. The man is then dumped by his 
partner and agonizes until he finds an easy way to become rich. While 
he makes money from stolen cars, he gradually loses his sense of guilt. 
In the age of materialism, this young man probably had no choice but 
to drift into a life of crime.
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       KIM 
Tae-yong
“Youth films are fantasies to me”

Set Me Free 
Director 

NEW DiREcToRs 

There are directors 
who clearly engrave 
their marks in films. 
They create new trends 
rather than following 
existing ones. KIM tae-
yong of Set Me Free,  
BOO Ji-young of cart  
and YeOn Sangho of 
Seoul Station  are 
good examples. Here 
are 3 directors to lead 
the future of Korean 
films.

Directors 
Who are Going 
to lead the 
Future of 
Korean Films
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You will participate in BIFF with your first 
feature. How do you feel?
I feel great, especially as I was born and raised 
in Busan. I happened to watch The Son (2002) 
directed by Jean-Pierre and Luc DARDENNE 
there about ten years ago. The film inspired me 
to get into filmmaking.  Several years later, I 
will be visiting Busan with my film. I will also 
take part in four Q&As. 

Did you have to search for materials for 
your film?
I didn’t need to do that because it is my own 
story. Set Me Free focuses not on Yeong-jae’s 
situations or the events involving him but 
rather his feelings. I did not depict the group 
home in detail since it was more important 
to see how Yeong-jae handles and overcomes 
his conflicts with other people.  

Set Me Free features many similar elements 
to As Children (2005), your debut short, 
as well as Twenty's Wind (2005), You Can 
Count On Me (2006) and Night Bugs 
(2012), other recent works of yours.
I consider myself lucky since I was able to 
base my debut feature on my own story. 
I would say that my early films contain 

questions about my life and the world. 
Some time ago, a short film festival held 
a retrospective of my short films. So, I 
watched my films again and found one thing 
in common in them. All of the heroes are 
homeless and they just loaf around. (laughs) 
Actually, I did so as well and this was 
reflected in my characters. A home is not 
only a physical space but an emotional space 
to fall back on. In my case, that space was 
movies. In the case of Yeong-jae, the hero of 
Set Me Free, it is to enter a school of theology. 
Parts of the characters in this films are 
connected with Night Bugs. I have affection 
towards those who struggle to be loved. I am 
also very curious about what a human being 
dares to do in order to be loved. The heroine 
of my next project is a woman who wants to 
be loved by her young student. These days, I 
am writing a screenplay for this project.  
 
Set Me Free deals with teenagers differently 
compared to other recent Korean films. 
This can be both positive and negative. I 
do not think that the lives of our teenagers 
are loaded only with violence, bullying and 
sexual abuse. They are living their lives 
through their own will and I think that’s 

what they should do. I didn’t want to make 
a film that says, “oh, I feel bad for you,” but 
that says, “let’s do something. Hang in there.” 
I tried to make the film solely from the hero’s 
viewpoint. 

It seems like you were very careful casting 
the actor for the hero.
I have kept my eyes on CHOI Woo-shik, 
who plays Yeong-jae, since I watched him 
in a short film during a festival. CHOI 
looks very meek but his eyes feel strong, as 
if he is  a totally different person. I wanted 
to know more about him. A little research 
told me that he grew up sheltered and has 
a good soul. To tell you the truth, I worried 
about whether or not CHOI would be able 
to understand the character. In addition, 
characters that CHOI had played were 
quite different from that of Yeong-jae. It 
was also a big burden for CHOI to take the 
lead in the film. Playing the character was a 
trying experience that even led to his being 
hospitalized. But I saw him become excited 
about his acting over time, which moved 
me. CHOI feels that he is a stranger in Korea 
since he was born and raised in Canada. So I 
wanted to connect this feeling to Yeong-jae. 
As a result, Yeong-jae is half a brainchild of 
me and of CHOI’s.  

What do youth films mean to you?    
They are fantasies. Set Me Free is a kind of 
fantasy to me. It is my dream that has not 
come true. Yeong-jae is part of me but is 
more mature than how I was when I was a 
teenager. As a result, Yeong-jae experiences a 
happy ending that I could not achieve. Don’t 
you think? Yes, it really it a happy ending! 
(laughs) 
by SoNG Soon-jin · Photo by GoNG Ju-eun

There are two directors with the name KIM Tae-yong in the Korean film 
industry. The interviewee in this story is not the KIM Tae-yong who directed 
Late autumn (2010) and got married to actress TaNG Wei. The KIM Tae-
yong we’re about to meet is someone who got into the film business before 
he turned 20 years old and is now in his tenth year in the field, and up to now 
his filmography has consisted exclusively of shorts. KIM’s Frozen Land(2010) 
was invited to the cannes International Film Festival, putting him in the 
spotlight. KIM’s films have premiered as part of omnibus films. This year, a 
retrospective of KIM’s short films was held at a Korean short film festival, 
exemplifying the fact that he is already an established director in the short 
film sector. director KIM will take part in the busan International Film Festival 
(bIFF) with his first feature film Set Me Free. busan is KIM’s hometown. 

Filmography 

Set Me Free(2014) One night Only(2014, co-director) Spring Fever(2013, Short) romance in Seoul(2013, co-director), One Summer night(2013,Short) night Market(2013,Short) 

night Bugs(2012,Short) Social Service agent(2012, Short) Frozen land(2010. Short)
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in the weak in 
society”

Cart 
Director  
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Cart was recently introduced in the ‘City to 
City’ section of the Toronto International 
Film Festival. How were the reactions from 
the press and spectators?
The poor condition of temporary workers and 
the issues they face are global. Since this film 
frames a story of their unjust situation, both 
the East and the West can sympathize with 
it. However, I was quite surprised because 
the amount of viewers and press that felt 
the same way was much larger than what I 
expected. During the Q&A, a foreign viewer 
even expressed appreciation saying he was 
grateful because the issue the film presented 
was something that everyone should seriously 
think about. Reactions from the foreign press 
and local critics were also better than my 
expectations. I would have been happier if I 
had been with my colleagues, I thought of our 
staff members a lot.

I heard that you were able to lower the 
production budget by virtue of the 
devotion of your staff and actors who 
sympathized with the themes of the film. 
Head staff members looked at the intentions 
of this film favorably, so they helped us with 
our labor needs. We agreed that I would 
pay them below average, but I could share 
profit with them if it exceeds the break-even 
point. The producer invested a lot of energy 
to persuade them. I felt very sorry seeing 
him take care of all this difficult work for 
me. Once we got through the tough start, 
the bond and trust among actors and staff 
became very tight.

As far as I know, you spent a long time 
adapting the scenario. Was there a 
particular process, such as interviewing 
actual women working at markets, or 
collecting stories?
Of course I met and collected materials 
from them. As for showing how tough the 
conditions temporary workers face are, there 
were sufficient news resources, so I relied 
on data from news articles to complete the 
script. I even learned that some managers 
disguised themselves as ‘mystery shoppers’ 
to sneak into the markets to monitor the 
clerks and part time workers who organize 
labor unions and they would be penalized 
although this is not really covered in the 
film.

When the protagonists Seon-hee (YUM 
Jung-ah) and Hye-mi (MOON Jeong-hee), 
who struggle to protect what’s theirs by 
pushing and pulling carts, screaming at the 
end of the film, it reminded me of Thelma 
& Louise (1991). It was sad but thrilling. 
They are not real sisters but just as close as 
siblings. I’m very interested in ‘sisterhood’ 
stories. The concept of women in 
different circumstances and with different 
characteristics sympathizing with each other 
as they shout out to the world is the common 
thing between the two films. However, they 
have different endings. While the ending of 
Thelma & Louise is thrilling and tragic, the 
women in Cart band together. I think my 
film is more optimistic.

It seems like the image of water is always 
important in your films. The sea was an 
important image in Sisters On The Road 
(2009), as was the still lake in Moonwalk 
(2011). This time, once again, the image 
of water cannons at the climax of Cart is 
intense.
I was born and raised in Jeju Island. Maybe 
that’s why I like water. To me, water is 
something that purifies people. So I used 
positive and warm images of water in the 
previous films, but I used the opposite 
image in this film. It is negative and cold. In 
addition, water is not stagnant and still as it 
moves and scatters. I used the image of water 
again, but in a totally different way.

Looking at your filmography, I can see that 
you usually deal with stories about women, 
or people in weak social situations to be 
precise. Are you planning to keep making 
films about them?
I didn’t intend to do so. I don’t rationally 
decide what I want to make a film about. 
Rather, I am naturally interested in 
something I feel I lack, or what society 
lacks. Since my marriage, I have acutely 
felt that women are socially suppressed, 
and accordingly I have come up with 
stories concerning the weak in society. I am 
especially interested in their existence. So I 
would like to keep talking about women who 
live their lives independently. 
by KIM Su-yeon · Photo by lEE Kyung-jin

There are very few female directors who make commercial features in the Korean film 
pantheon. among them, those who keep an eye on women’s issues and make films 
about them are rarer still. boo Ji-young is one of them. cart, a film about temporary 
workers, deals with the existential problems of people in the lower strata of society.

Filmography 

cart (2014) nima (2014, Short) Moonwalk (2011, Mid-length) Wish Movie (2011) Myselves : the actress no Makeup Project (2011, co-director) a time to love (2011, co-director) If You 

Were Me 5 (2010, Short) Sisters On the road (2008) a Drop Of clear Salty liquid (2002, Short) the Way they are (2001, Short) His Humming (2000, Short) Spark (1997, Short, co-director)
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“trying zombie series 
through animation and 
live action films”

Seoul Station Director
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Could you tell us about the progress of the 
animation Seoul Station?
Drawing and painting work is about 
70% done and composition work is 40% 
complete. All in all, the film is about 50% to 
60% finished.  

Your past works contains conflicts among 
classes and criticisms of social structures.  
Will these themes project in your new 
work as well?
The new film still tells a story about classes. 
But this film is less explicit in showing 
the theme. I am really curious about how 
audiences will respond to it. According to 
the investment company, the first half has 
similar characteristics to my previous films, 
but the second half is like a genre film loaded 
with a lot of action.  

Did you refer to some films while making 
your zombie-themed feature?
Among live action films, I really enjoyed 
watching Dawn of the Dead (2004), a Zack 
SNYDER film. Among comics, I had fun 
reading the Japanese cartoon ‘I Am a Hero.’ 
The work inspired me to make a speedy and 
exciting Korean zombie film. The comic also 
led me to imagine making an interesting 
zombie film where zombies are among people 
protesting for the democratization of Korea. 

The work will be rather different from past 
zombie films. You could think of the film as a 
kind of fable disguised as a genre film.  

Busan-Bound is your next project after 
Seoul Station and your first live action 
film. It seems quite similar to Seoul 
Station, is that fair to say? 
Yes, it is. While Seoul Station deals with a story 
about the strange night zombies come out, 
Busan-Bound follows a man who jumps aboard 
a Busan-bound KTX train to meet his wife in 
the early morning. The stories of the two days 
are naturally connected to each other. The 
scenario of Busan-Bound will be finished this 
month. Shooting should begin early next year.  

Busan-Bound will be your first live action 
film. Is this a big burden for you?
I feel some pressure. But on the other hand, I 
have high expectations for the film since the 
project will allow me to focus on directing. 
While making animations, in addition to 
directing, I have to engage in various tasks 
such as writing screenplays, drawing and 
painting, composition and editing. But I 
can focus on directing during production 
of Busan-Bound. Also, the specialized 
production staffs are giving me a big helping 
hand. I think I will receive more help from 
them in the future. 

How much are the budgets for these 
projects? 
The budget for Seoul Station is about KRW 
600 million (USD 575,000 million). I expect 
the budget of Busan-Bound to be somewhere 
around KRW 10 billion (USD 9.58 million). 
That figure will include the production cost 
and the P&A cost.   

Seonsan, another live action film, will be 
introduced at the Asian Project Market 
(APM).  How much have you worked on 
this project?
 The treatment is complete. At present, 
we are working on the scenario. The film 
is a family-based thriller that deals with 
the inheritance of a family graveyard. Like 
Busan-Bound, I will write the draft and a 
professional screenwriter will expand and 
polish it. Then the writer and I will adapt it 
for the sreen.  

You are the director and the CEO of 
Animation Studio Dada Show. As a 
producer, what are you planning?  
I am producing the third animation feature 
by LEE Sung-gang, who made My Beautiful 
Girl, Mari (2001) and Yobi, The Five-Tailed 
Fox (2007). At the moment, the project is in 
the pre-production stage and will enter the 
production stage late this year. The film is a 
fantasy, adventure and action film targeting 
family audiences. I am very excited for this 
film since I respect the director so much.   
by KIM Su-yeon · Photo by SoNG Yong-hoon 

although countless films are made each year, it is not 
common to meet a director who is planning multiple 
works. yeoN Sangho’s The King of Pigs (2011) received 
good reviews and brought recognition to its director. yeoN 
is now working on the animation Seoul Station (working 
title) and preparing his first live action film busan-bound 
(working title). In addition, the ambitious filmmaker is 
planning Seonsan (working title) after busan-bound.  

Filmography 

Seoul Station(2015) the Fake(2013) the Window(2012, Short) the King of Pigs(2011) love Is Protein(2008, Short) the Hell - two Kind Of life(2003, Short) D-DaY(2000, Short) 

Megalomania of D(1997, Short)
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coVER sToRY 

CHoI 
Min-sik  

Balancing Korea 
in one hand 
and Hollywood in 
the other

He set an unimaginable new record in Korean cinema. roaring currents, in which cHoI Min-shik plays Korea’s national 
hero admiral yI Sun-shin topped the all-time box office standings in Korea with a record of 17.6 million admissions, 
dethroning avatar (2009). yet that’s not all. His Hollywood debut film Lucy directed by Luc beSSoN topped the North 
american box office at the same time. cHoI became the first Korean actor ever to sweep both the Korean and North 
american box offices simultaneously. This extraordinary new record set by cHoI is expected to remain untouched for 
a long time. It seems that only cHoI was able to make such a mark since he is a passionate and talented actor who 
devotes himself to his characters. Since making his debut through Kuro arirang, the first ParK Jong-won film from 
1989, cHoI has not stopped trying new characters as an adventurous performer. cHoI has continued to shine in great 
roles since then. cHoI is still dreaming of trying and exploring new characters even though he established this rare 
record that seemed unthinkable only several years ago. 

©aGeNcy Teo
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In the beginning, CHoI was nervous to 

play the character of admiral YI due to 

his grandeur.

In fact, director KIM Han-min was also 
faced with many questions from the 
planning stages of Roaring Currents. 
Admiral YI is a national hero in Korea, 
but who will be able to perform up to his 
name? Director KIM picked CHOI as the 
only actor that could play the character. 
CHOI decided to take on the role but had 
to think about it long and hard.

When you were offered the role, what 
did you think about it?
At first, I thought that I would turn it 
down. Roaring Currents was a bold 
attempt for a Korean commercial film. 
First of all, it was important to graphically 
express the battle scenes. I became 
concerned about the success of the film 
since I thought that Korean viewers would 

not be satisfied with battle scenes created 
with local CG technology since they 
were already accustomed to Hollywood 
blockbusters. It also came across as a big 
burden to play Korea’s most famous real-
life character. However, director KIM 
said, “I want to make a commercial film 
based on Admiral YI whatever it takes.” 
And that forced me to change my mind.  

It is not easy to play a great man in 
history. What was it like?
I freely acted with imagination when I 
played fictional characters. However, it 
was impossible to act with imagination 
since Admiral YI is a real character and 
a national hero that the Korean people 
love and respect. I wanted to know who 
Admiral YI really was. That compelled me 
to read his war diary. The more I studied 
him, the more the character overwhelmed 
me.  

roaring currents

Nameless Gangster : rules of the Time
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What was the hardest aspect of the role for 
you?
When I read his diary, I strongly questioned 
how such a perfect human being could exist. 
Admiral YI bravely commanded his soldiers 
during all of his battles. The King did not trust 
Admiral YI and attempted to have him killed, 
but Admiral YI swore allegiance to the country 
and risked his life. It was a huge burden and 
this is not an exaggeration but a historical fact. 
If there was a time machine, I would definitely 
go back to this period and meet Admiral YI. To 
that extent, I had no clue how to play YI well. 
I did not have any confidence in playing his 
character. “Can I play the role of this great man 

as an actor? Unless I do it well, I might tarnish 
his reputation and image,” I thought. This fear 
gripped me more and more strongly. I never 
had such an experience in my acting career. 
But I thought that it would be quite meaningful 
to show Admiral YI to audiences. 

What was the most memorable time during 
the shoot?  
It was Admiral YI’s famous speech in the scene 
where he says, “If you want to die, you will live. 
If you want to live, you will die.” Actually, I 
wasn’t feeling very well for this shoot but when 
I looked over, my junior officers and soldiers 
looked at me as if I was really Admiral YI. I 

acted with so many people. Some cried. Some 
were pained, saying, “We will all die soon.” 
Somebody showed courage, saying, “I will fight 
with the Admiral until I die.” Every single extra 
gave their best acting even though the camera 
did not focus on them. They moved me at this 
point. That was a moment that consoled me as 
I struggled through the shoot. 

Roaring Currents showed Admiral YI as a 
war hero and also as a human being. How 
did you show both aspects?   
When thinking about Admiral YI, people usually 
think that he is a brave and smart military leader 
who defeated 330 enemy battleships with only 
12 vessels. Admiral YI was a really great leader. 
But his war diary told me that he was also an 
honest and nice person. Admiral YI felt sad 
when unfortunate things took place. When he 
felt angry, he expressed his anger. Admiral YI 
took complete control over his feelings during 
battles but in normal times, he felt very human. I 
could feel through each sentence in his war diary 
his emotions and the expressions of his eyes. 
Therefore, I hoped that Admiral YI would be seen 
not only as a great admiral, but also as a human 
being. I went to great pains to show his guilty 
conscience as a son who could not be with his 
mother when she passed away and his pity for his 
soldiers killed in action. I think the reason why 
human beings are great is not because they do 
not feel fear, but because they overcome it. This 
makes Admiral YI even greater in my opinion.  

The sea battle scenes look quite real. Was it 
physically tough to act in these?
The scenes were physically very hard to shoot, 
not just for me, but also for everyone involved. 
Many actors were injured. Ryohei’s ear was 
torn and another actor had one of his toes 
broken. However, no one stopped the shoot 
and everyone continued to their best ability. 
In fact, actors fought like real admirals and 
soldiers. Such painstaking efforts by the actors 
were a huge factor to the successful completion 
of the film. In this film, all actors are heroes. It 
was a very touching experience.   

©
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To actors, sympathy is more important than 

language. 

You received a lot of attention from overseas 
filmmakers before joining director Luc 
BESSON for Lucy. Why did you turn down 
other offers before Lucy? 
I did not stubbornly reject offers. But I thought 
that language and cultural differences would 
prevent me from acting as best as I could. I also 
did not feel any need to star in a foreign film. 

Then what made you change your mind to 
work with BESSON for Lucy?
Director BESSON flew into Korea to cast me 
as Mr. JANG and spelled out the film for me. 
That really touched me. I was curious about 
how BESSON makes films and to find out the 
difference between Korean and Hollywood 
film production systems. In particular, 
BESSON was very considerate of me. He let me 
act in Korean instead of speaking English. That 
made me feel very comfortable on the set.  

What mattered to you the most when you 

played Mr. JANG?
Director BESSON created Asian villain Mr. 
JANG who is a stark contrast to the blond Lucy 
(Scarlet JOHANSSON). I had to make sure to 
show the awkwardness between Lucy and Mr. 
JANG during their first meeting. This is why 
Mr. JANG speaks Korean and Lucy speaks 
in English. Lucy feels more fearful since Mr. 
JANG and Lucy cannot communicate with 
each other. 

How was acting with JOHANSSON?
Even though we speak different languages, it 
was not a problem for me to act. I felt that we 
communicated with each other not through 
conversations but through acting. It was an 
electric feeling that I’ve never felt before.   

What was the most difficult part in your first 
foreign film project?
To be honest with you, my acting in Lucy 
was disappointing to me. But I think that it is 
kind of a tune-up. When I spoke Korean lines, 
the actress opposite me spoke English lines, 
making me a little distracted. I did not have 

confidence about my acting on the set, so I 
asked the director to shoot one more time. I 
think there was a desire to do better, as it was 
my first Hollywood film. 

Chihwaseon (2002), an IM Kwon-taek film, 
and Oldboy (2003), a PARK Chan-wook film, 
launched you to fame in world cinema. You 
topped the Hollywood box office standings 
through Lucy. Will you set a bigger goal for 
the future? 
All of my films are valuable and important 
to me. I don’t necessarily feel happier about 
winning a prize at an international film festival 
or setting box office records. I think I’ve just 
started to understand what acting is. This fuels 
my desire to act even better and attempt new 
things. Needless to say, my fear has grown too. 
In the past, it was fine for me to act, believing 
in my acting skills. But now, I question why 
I have to act in a certain role. There is no 
right answer. But it became clearer that I will 
continue to go this way. My acting career will 
become really interesting from now on.   
by lEE Ji-hye     

 I Saw The devil

oldboyLucy
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spoTlighT

SCENE 
STEalERS

There are actors who remain long in the memory despite only appearing in a few scenes. These are the 
scene stealers. among the large pool of actors in film, these have reached a certain distinction. Here is 
a list of ten big scene stealers in the Korean film industry.

KWaK Do-won, 
Suppressing Opponents 
with tone and Stares

KWAK used to play comic roles on theatre 
stages. He mainly acted as characters such 
as drug dealers or film narrators, but his 
comedic image flipped 180 degrees when he 
reached the silver screen. This is because his 
characters in films are very impressive and 
memorable. They don’t necessarily commit 
evil deeds, but his eyes were extremely 
sharp and cruel in The Yellow Sea (2010). 
In Nameless Gangsters: Rules of the Time 
(2012), he was a prosecutor who was more 
brutal than the gangsters. Then in The 
Attorney, he became a corrupt cop who 
couldn’t have been any more vicious. What 
makes his bad guy performances so special is 
that he knows how to suppress the opponent 
simply with the tone of his voice while 
looking calm. When he is with someone who 
he is supposed to be polite to, he snidely grins 
instead and the audience can feel extreme 
fury. He is the first one that audiences want 
to see cut down but will likely be the last to 
disappear from the film industry.

      by HWaNG Hee-yeon, KIM Hyung-seok
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KIM In-kwon, 
acting in restful 
repose

KIM looks very relaxed when acting. 
He often performs as a light character 
that never looks too serious. He looks 
so frivolous at a glance, but in fact, he 
is a serious character analyst. When he 
debuted in Rainbow Trout  (1999) as a 
university student majoring in acting, he 
wrote a 50-page-long report analyzing 
his character on his own steam. He then 
played charming supporting roles in a 
number of films and finally caught the 
attention of viewers when he appeared 
in Haeundae (2009). Since then, he 
has consistently played warm hearted 
troublemakers. He even proved his value 
as a hitmaker in He’s on Duty  (2010), his 
first film as a lead actor. Knowing how to 
wittily act as a snobby troublemaker, he 
always possesses a grain of humor on his 
face.

CHo Jin-woong, 
expressing  
with Subtle 
Glances

Using his father's name, CHO 
broke into theater and has lived 
by that name. His name literally 
means ‘thunder’ and ‘man’. He 
claims to like the name and 
his appearance suits the image 

of a man as powerful as thunder. With a sturdy frame and tight lips, he 
can tell a lot of stories without much movement. When performing an 
action scene, he focuses more on details rather than overacting. Instead of 
frowning or laughing, he can just twitch his lips to express his message. He 
is a blue chip in the Korean film industry. In 2014, he clearly carved out 
his image as a bad guy in viewers’ minds in A Hard Day, Roaring Currents 
and KUNDO: Age of the Rampant.  Acting fiercely but moderately, CHO 
Jin-woong is definitely a representation of a strong man.

lEE Sung-min, 
the Ordinary 
Man with 
cautious eyes

His face shows the span of 
time. He doesn’t have to say 
that he has been through a 
hard time, as his face conveys 
the ups and downs of life. 
His face shows sadness and 
pity as his eyes seem to hold 
dark secrets. He refined his 
acting skills on theatre stages 
up until he met LEE Chang-

dong and started his career as a film actor. When he acted 
as the voluble cook and friend of SONG Kang-ho in Secret 
Sunshine (2007), he hadn’t yet fully found his own character. 
When he played the role of the unctuous pop columnist 
in Go Go 70s (2008), he made audiences smile. But it was 
when he appeared in the Korean drama Golden Time that 
he showed his image as a solitary middle-aged man. Since 
then, he has played lonely and stubborn middle-aged men in 
dramas and films.
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Ma Dong-seok, 
Wild but tender

Looking tough like an ex-MMA trainer, 
MA is often cast for a specific type of 
role. He usually plays powerful, rough 
and bloody roles such as detectives or 
gangsters. Despite this tendency, viewers 
are not fed up with his image because 
he possesses tenderness inside his hard 
shell. This is also why he can smoothly 
swing from action to comedy or even play 
in romance films. He knows very well 
that humor is crucial when he plays as a 
timid and indecisive character. Especially 
impressive is the nuance of the lines he 
recites with his unusual tone. Surprisingly, 
he is very fluent and good at controlling his 
timing. He is also accustomed to working 
with tempo and enjoys acting in a group. 
The combination of his masculine looks 
and delicate emotions is the uniqueness of 
the actor MA Dong-seok.

KIM Sung-ryeong, 
Shining in Her 40s with 
emotional charisma

As a Miss Korea alumnus, she debuted as 
an actress in the early 1990s, but it was not 
until 20 years later that she finally entered 
her heyday. She has been around the 
entertainment world and taken on different 
roles but had failed to raise her name value. 
Even with her great beauty, KIM Sung-ryeong 
never found fame. All she needed was to find 
the right time. After years of work, she finally 
started emitting charisma in her 40s. Being 
as beautiful as when she was younger and 
sharper than ever, her emotional range has 

changed a lot. Like a thin membrane trembling at the smallest vibration, 
her emotions have deepened and her spectrum of acting has widened. 
From an elegant lady to a silly woman, she relentlessly shows off her 
potential.

JUNG Man-sik, 
Special in His 
Ordinariness

Man-sik is a common name 
which can easily be found, 
just like a neighbor living 
next door. JUNG has the 
suburban image of someone 
who just moved from the 
countryside to Seoul. His real 
image is not very different 
from this. He actually moved 
from Mokpo to Seoul, 
dreaming of becoming an 
actor, and slowly and steadily 

walked his own path as he headed for the center of the cinema 
world. Looking like an ordinary breadwinner worn out by 
routine, although he is not married in reality, he has built up 
the image of a warm-blooded actor as he appeared as one of the 
cellmates in Miracle in Cell No. 7 (2012). His sharp eyes seem 
to fit those of a bad guy, but he excels as humane characters. He 
was particularly impressive as a detective who is sacrificed as he 
tries to hide the dirty truth of his colleague in A Hard Day. 
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KoH Sui-hee, 
Irreplaceable   
character

Some actors seem to never fit ordinary 
characters. KOH Sui-hee is a good 
example. When she appeared as the ‘Witch’ 
in Sympathy for Lady Vengeance and left a 
strong impression, it was obvious that she 
was the one and only person who could 
play the role and express the character. Her 
characters are consumed with desire, and 
end up collapsing and ignoring the rules 
of the world. She coercively conflicts with 
others and even uses violence. The unique 
charisma of KOH Sui-hee has nothing to 
do with scenarios or the skill of directors, 
but is something that she creates on her 
own. Meanwhile, she is sometimes a loner 
wandering around or a warm person with 
considerate eyes embracing others. KOH 
is a very unique actress who can express 
extreme characters with deep feelings.   

JaNG Young-nam, 
a Shrewd Woman

Among tons of actresses who 
play an ‘azooma’ (middle-aged 
women), JANG Young-nam is the 
one who can best play the role of 
a swift, shrewd and courageous 
women. Having often appeared in 
JANG Jin’s films as a supporting 
character, she has usually acted as 
a woman in an important position 
such as an editor, head of a 
department or a lawyer, due to her 
confident image. It seemed that she 
had gotten stuck playing the career 

woman characters. It was with Azooma (2012) that she first tried 
to change her image. Just like the title Azooma, a Korean word 
for middle-aged women, she played a strong woman standing up 
against the world. Another specialty of hers is comic acting. With 
the clear pronunciation she mastered on theater stages, she is able 
to intimidate just about anybody. Due to her tailored, intelligent 
looks, she seems capable of playing any type of character.

la Mi-ran, 
Interchangeable 
regardless 
of Genre or 
character

One of the leaders in supporting 
roles within Korean films is 
LA Mi-ran. Her sharp and 
unusual eyes can mysteriously 
build tension in a scene even 
with a short appearance. She 

changes herself all the time regardless of genre or character. She sometimes 
is considered as a comedy actress, but her characters are never predictable. 
She debuted in Sympathy for Lady Vengeance  (2005) at the age of 30. In the 
last couple of years, she has become one of the busiest actors in the field. Not 
only can she play typical characters like a spinster teacher, but she cane also 
effectively handle more difficult roles. She proved this in  last year’s The Spy: 
Undercover Operation. The vague impression between seriousness and levity 
is her trademark. These days, she also shows off her capabilities in a reality TV 
show.
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Busan Searching 
Exploring Busan 
to Find places in Films
To Koreans, busan is a city that 
evokes a special nostalgia. Japan’s 
occupation of Korea led to busan’s 
growth as a colonial harbor city. 
The outbreak of the Korean War 
transformed busan into a city of 
refugees mingling with the joy and 
sorrow of ordinary people. Houses 
with very small rooms began to 
flank the ridge that traverses 
busan, and small and big markets 
opened below them. There are still 
many towns that emit nostalgia 
in busan, the second largest city 
in Korea. Korean cinema has 
frequently captured scenes of the 

1960s and 1970s in shantytowns 
of busan and places where 
the romantic sea mixes with 
mountains. These days, one more 
location has become very popular 
for shoots in busan. costal scenes 
from Haeundae to Gwanganri 
are replete with luxury high-rise 
buildings, reflecting a city of the 
future. Let’s tour busan and the 
various places that have featured 
in film scenes. 

Gijang-gun

Tough as Iron

The Man from Nowhere

KUNdo: age of the rampant

Haeundae

The yellow Sea

Nameless Gangster: rules of  the Time

Haeundae-gu

Yeongdo-gu

Dong-gu

Jung-gu

Seo-gu
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looking Back 
on the old Days 

ODe tO MY FatHer location in Busan
ode to My Father is a drama about the life of a couple, deok-su (HWaNG Jung-min) and 

young-ja (KIM yun-jin), who go through major events in modern history such as the Korean War and the 
Vietnam War. Like Forrest Gump(1994), deok-su protects his family while overcoming his harsh reality. 

one interesting element is that the film shows the various faces of busan throughout history. 
In this story, which deals with the period from the 1950s to the present day, busan might also be 

considered as a protagonist. Let’s take a look at the hot spots in busan by visiting the locations used for 
ode to My Father, which cut across the past and present of the city.

by KIM Su-yeon, SoNG Soon-jin
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Dadaepo Beach is about eight kilometers 
southwest of downtown Busan.
The beach is popular for the sands that 
form from the upstream of the Nakdong 
River, a gentle slope with shallow and warm 
water. The beach does not allow Homestays 
and camping. There are no restaurants, 
entertainment facilities, motels or hotels on 
the seashore. This regulation allows people 
to enjoy the true charms of the beach. Across 
the road from the beach are amenities such 
as lodgings and restaurants. What makes 
the beach special is that even if you are 300 
meters away from the coast, the water is 
only about 1.5 meter deep. This adds to its 
popularity as a family-friendly place.       

Dadaepo Beach

Deok-su, along with his father (JUNG Jin-
young), mother (JANG Young-nam) and 
sister Mak-sun, jump into the sea to board 
a ship to Busan after hearing that Chinese 
soldiers are coming. The photo is a scene of 
evacuation from Heungnam Pier during the 
Korean Conflict. This is the beginning of this 
story and Deok-su’s tragic life. According 
to the film crew, they needed a wide lot that 
overlooked the sea since nearly 300 refugees 
would need to fill the screen. But it was a big 
challenge to find such a place. In order to find 
the right location, the director went to several 
long beaches in Korea such as Haeundae and 
Mangsang. But it was hard to come by a wide 
beach. However, Dadaepo Beach in Busan 
relieved the crew’s worries. 

Production note View Point

location> Gamcheonhang-no, Saha, Busan
Website> cultural and tourism in Saha, 
  http://tour.saha.go.kr

info 
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Kukje Market, which expanded from 
Shinchang-dong in Busan, began to take shape 
after Korea’s liberation from Japan in 1945. The 
liberation compelled Japanese people to leave 
Korea for Japan. So they formed a temporary 
market at the current site of Kukje Market to 
make a sizeable sum of money by selling war 
reserves. After the breakout of the Korean 
War in 1950, refugees began to sell goods at 
this site, fuelling the creation of the market. At 
that time, military equipment and all kinds of 
goods were smuggled for GIs in Busan through 
Busan Harbor. These smuggled goods were 
supplied to other markets across the nation 
through Kukje Market. The maze-like mix 
of import goods shops and other stores is a 
characteristic of the market.

Kukje Market

This is a scene from the modern-day Kukje 
Market in 2013. The shoot took four days. It 
took a huge amount of time to turn HWANG 
Jung-min into an old man in his 70s through 
specialized make-up. Accordingly, the make-
up work did not afford the crew much time 
each day. It was expected that Kukje Market 
would be thronged with merchants and 
customers and therefore, it would not be easy 
to shoot the film there. But the merchants’ 
strong cooperation saved the crew time and 
money. They actively supported the shooting 
although their sales might have dipped due 
to the film’s interference with their business.  
On the day of the shoot, the Kukje 
Market Merchant Cooperative asked the 
merchants to cooperate with the crew via an 
announcement. The merchants were very 
proud of the fact that the title of the film (in 
Korean) is Kukje Market and furthermore 
that the film would show the world their 
market. 

Production note

View Point

location> Sinchang-dong 4-ga, Jung-gu, Busan
info 
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Jagalchi Harbor & 
Jagalchi Market

Deok-su has no alternative but to work as a manual laborer at the harbor 
throughout his 20s. The scenes of Deok-su in his 20s were filmed at 
Jagalchi Harbor. The dried fish market at Jagalchi Market and the wharf 
of Jagalchi Harbor still have buildings built during the Japanese colonial 
rule. The old buildings make people feel as if they have returned to the 
past. In the film still, Deok-su drags boxes. They are old ones that are no 
longer used. These days, they use styrofoam containers instead. Modern 
props around the harbor were replaced with wooden fish boxes. These 
can be seen around the actor’s area of movement. HWANG Jung-min 
fashions messy hair as a young man and comes across impressively. 

Production note

Jagalchi Market runs from the dried fish market adjoining 
Yeongdo Bridge to the Big Fish Market in Chungmu-dong. 
Reputedly, the name originated from the fact that there was a lot 
of gravel in the area and also from Galchi fish (hair tails). The 
Korean War compelled women to work and they began to sell 
fish at the market. So, they were called ‘Jagalchi Women’. The best 
way to take a tour of the market is to look around as the fresh fish 
flaps around and while listening to the gentle local dialects from 
Jagalchi Women. 

View Point

Taejongdae

Deok-su in his 20s leaves for Germany to work in a mine in 
order to earn money for the college education of his younger 
brother. Deok-su meets Young-ja who works there as a nurse. 
But their exciting and happy days are all too brief. Deok-su 
barely cheats death in a mine and comes back to Korea while 
Young-ja stays in Germany by herself. Six months after Deok-
su’s return, Young-ja visits Deok-su. Deok-su takes Young-
ja to Taejongdae and talks with her over a dish of raw fish. 
Taejongdae is a popular place among Busan citizens. The place 
was a good shooting location since there were no modern 
buildings around.

Production note

Taejongdae is a wide coastal hill south of Yeongdo of Busan. 
The place was named Taejongdae since King Taejong Muyeol 
of Shilla Kingdom enjoyed archery there. Taejongdae was used 
as a place for banquets for envoys that came back from Japan. 
Ritual prayers for rain were performed there when a long 
draught hit the Dongnae area from the Shilla period to the 
Joseon period. Tourists can expect a fine view of the South Sea on 
Taejongdae with forests and unique cliffs. It is nice to take a walk 
on Taejongdae while watching the sea. Also, the pebble yard of 
Taejongdae is studded with roast clam restaurants. 

View Point

location> 37-1, nampo-dong 4-ga, Jung-gu, Busan
Website> http://jagalchimarket.bisco.or.kr

info 

location> Dongsam-dong, Yeongdo-gu, Busan
Website> http://www.taejongdae.or.kr

info 
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Yongdusan park
The place where Deok-su and Yeong-ja have their somber talk as husband and wife is 
Yongdusan Park, not far away from Kukje Market. The park is a nice place for the couple to 
talk, as it is a 10 to 15 minute walk from Kukje Market. Most of all, Yongdusan Park has not 
changed much since its opening in the 1960s, which made the shoot easy. At the park, actors’ 
costumes were enough to reflect their era. 

Production note

Before Korea’s liberation from Japan, the Japanese built their shrine in Yongdu Mountain. Now 
the mountain has patriotic monuments such as the memorial tower of the April 19 Student 
Movement, a statue of Admiral YI Sun-shin and the Busan Tower. Refugees built shacks in the 
mountain even on its top during the Korean War. Two big fires burned them down and left the 
mountain bald. But people reacted to the fires by deciding to plant trees on the mountain. As 
a result, the mountain became a beautiful park. The mountain overlooks Busan Harbor and 
Youngdo. In particular, people are able to see a breathtaking view on Busan Tower at night.

View Point

open Set & Haedong 
Yonggung Temple in Gijang

This site shows Kukje Market in the 1960s. The center of the site is ‘Kotbuni’s Store,’ 
run by Deok-su in the film. The Busan Film Commission’s active support helped 
the crew build an open set in Gijang. The crew needed an empty space bigger than 
other open sets since they had to rebuild a market street. In the very nick of time, 
an empty space fitting their needs was found in the Gijang Special Tourism Zone 
and the set could be built. The set was placed on a lot that is 250 meters in length 
and 150 meters in width. This means that the set is one of the largest in Korea. 

Production note

If you travel to Gijang, Haedong Yonggung Temple is a must-visit place. The 
temple greets the sunrise faster than any other in Korea. Yonggung Temple is one 
of the three most sacred Buddhist places along with Naksan Temple in Yangyang 
and Boriam in Namhae. Local legend has it that if a person sincerely prays here, 
his or her wish will come true. Since Yonggung Temple is so famous, not only 
local but also foreign tourists flock to it. 

View Point

location> 416-3, Sarang-ri, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan
Website> www.yongkungsa.or.kr

info 

location> Gwangbok-dong 2-ga, Jung-gu, Busan
Website> http://yongdusanpark.bisco.or.kr

info 
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Busan 
in Wonderland 

spEcial

Busan Harbor is the scene of a hot pursuit in The Yellow Sea, 
a film by NA Hong-jin. The chase between Gu-nam (HA 
Jung-woo) and Myeon and his men was shot on Pier 3 of the 
Busan Harbor.  Pier 7 of Busan Harbor is shown as a harbor 
in Fukuoka in Marine Boy. In Eye for an Eye, a police chase 
takes place on Pier 2 of the Harbor. Busan Coastal Passenger 
Terminal in Busan Harbor is the place where Macau PARK (KIM 
Yun-seok) chases a villain at the climax of The Thieves. The 
terminal is also seen in a scene where Hyun-min (CHA Seung-
won) drives a car with illegal drugs in Eye for an Eye.  Busan 
Coastal Passenger Terminal is the first place where Japanese 

high school students set their feet after arriving at Busan from Japan for their school trip in One Missed Call 
Final. Busan Harbor is Korea’s first trade harbor and it opened in 1876. Its full-scale development began in 
1906, 30 years after its opening. Busan Harbor, Korea’s largest harbor, is growing into a major hub port of 
East Asia while playing its roles as a gateway for international trade and transportation services. 

N
am

po
do

ng
 a

re
a Busan Harbor: 

one Missed Call Final  (2006) Eye for an Eye  (2008) 
Marine Boy  (2009) The Yellow Sea  (2010) 
The Thieves  (2011)

info       location> Jungang-dong 4-ga, Jung-gu, Busan

The yellow Sea

Marine boy
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Yongdusan Park is the place where HWANG Jung-
min catches a drug trafficker with RYOO Seung-bum 
as bait in Bloody Tie. In addition, four friends who 
grow into adults talk to one another while looking 
at a night cityscape of Busan in Yongdusan Park in 
Friend. It takes ten minutes to walk in the direction of 
Yongdu Mountain from Nampodong Subway Station 
to Yongdusan Park, Local Monument No. 25 of Busan. 

Yongdu Mountain was called Songhyeon Mountain since the mountain had many pine trees. 
But the mountain was renamed Yongdu Mountain since it looks like the head of a dragon 
that rises from the sea. The park has a statue of Admiral YI Sun-shin, the April 19 Memorial 
Tower, National Education Charter Monument, Flower Clock, a bust statue of Baeksan AHN 
Hee-je and the 120-meter-tall Busan Tower. The tower overlooks the entire city.

Serial killer JANG Sung-min (AHN Sung-ki) 
commits murder with the Bee Gees’ ‘Holiday’ 
playing in the background in Nowhere To 
Hide. The place in the scene is none other than 
the 40 Stairs of Jungang-dong. The killer, in 
his signature trench coat, kills an unidentified 
man on the stairs. Also, the 40 Stairs appear in 
Ode to My Father, a new yoon Je-Kyun film, 
when hero Deok-su looks back on his days as a 
war refugee in Busan. The 40 Stairs are located 
in Jung-gu, Busan. During the Korean War, 
the place was flanked with makeshift huts, as 
it was the center of transportation and public 
administration. The stairway also served as 
a marketplace that sold relief goods from a 
pier neighboring the village. Furthermore, 
displaced family members found their parents, 
brothers and sisters there. During wartime, the 
40 Stairs were like a landmark that embraced 
the joy and sorrow of refugees.

In Friend, lead actors JANG Dong-gun and YOO Oh-
sung excitedly run with their friends through Jagalchi 
Market. This scene made the market more famous. 
With the Robert PALMER song ‘Bad Case of Loving 
You’ playing lightly in the background, high school 
students in their black school uniforms - Joon-seok 
(YOO Oh-seong), Dong-su (JANG Dong-gun), Joong-
ho (JUNG Woon-taek) and Sang-taek (SEO Tae-hwa) 

– run a race from the Jagalchi Fish Market to the Kukje Theater. In No Mercy for the Rude, 
Killa (SHIN Ha-kyun) and ballet killer (KIM Min-jun) have a knife fight with their enemies 
in the Jagalchi Fish Market. SONG Seung-heon and JOO Jin-mo have a talk while 
drinking soju together at an outdoor raw fish restaurant in A Better Tomorrow, directed 
by SONG Hae-sung. In addition, the parking lot of Jagalchi Market is the place where 
SONG meets JOO during an important scene in the film. Jagalchi Market also appears 
in the Japanese film Hero(2007), starring KIMUYA Takuya. The Jagalchi Market, Korea’s 
biggest fish market, is a symbolic place for the joys and sorrows of Busan citizens. 

Yongdusan park: 
Friend  (2001) Bloody Tie  (2006)  
ode to My Father

40 Stairs of   
Jungang-dong: 
Nowhere to Hide  (1999) 
ode to My Father

location> Jungang-dong 3-ga, Jung-gu, Busan
Website> http://www.bsjunggu.go.kr/40stair

info 

location> Gwangbok-dong 2-ga, Jung-gu, Busan     
Website> http://yongdusanpark.bisco.or.kr

info 

location> 37-1, nampo-dong, Jung-gu, Busan 4  
Website> http://jagalchimarket.bisco.or.kr

info 

Nowhere To Hide

bloody Tie

Jagalchi Market: 
Friend(2001)  No Mercy for the 
Rude(2006) Hero(2007)
a Better Tomorrow(2010)

No Mercy for the rude
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Yeongdo area 

In-hwa (PARK Hwa-seon), an unmarried mother, scurries in a flurry on 
Yeongdo Grand Bridge in I Came from Busan directed by JEON Soo-
il. Soo-hyun (CHAE Min-seo), wearing a mysterious secret wig, and her 
sister Ji-hyun happily have their photo taken on Yeongdo Grand Bridge in 
The Wig (2005), a WON Shin-yun film. In Bloody Tie (2006), LEE Sang-
do (RYOO Seung-bum) secretly meets and betrays DOH Kyung-jang 
(HWANG Jung-min) under the bridge. As listed, a number of Korean 
films show Yeongdo Grand Bridge, which opened to link Daegyo-dong 
of Yeongdo-gu and Daecheong-dong of Jung-gu on November 23, 1934. 
Yeongdo Grand Bridge is Busan’s first land connecting bridge and the only 
drawbridge in Korea. 

Hinyeoul Cultural Village in Yeongseon-dong of Yeongdo-gu appears as a 
place where Soon-ae (KIM Young-ae) and Jin-woo (IM Si-wan) live in The 
Attorney. Soon-ae is the owner of a Korean restaurant which sells boiled 
rice served in soup and Woo-suk is a regular customer of the restaurant. 
The area has a one-kilometer-long line of old houses which hugs a seaside 
cliff and narrow bywalks and overlooks the coruscant sea and Namhang 
Grand Bridge. So it was nicknamed ‘Santorini of Busan’ along with 
Gamcheon-dong Cultural Village. The village appears home to CHOI Ik-
hyeon (CHOI Min-sik) when CHOI was a corrupt customs service worker 
in Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time directed by YOON Jong-bin. 
CHOI’s parturient sister and her husband KIM (MA Dong-seok) walk on 
an alley, looking for Ik-hyeon’s house. This scene was shot in the village. 
Houses here top the dizzy cliff and sea winds left their vestiges on the walls. 
Hinyeoul Cultural Village is a tasteful place where time remains still since 
the area still has alleys of the 1950s to the 1980s.

Yeongdo Grand Bridge: 
The Wig  (2005) Bloody Tie  (2006) I Came from Busan  (2009)

Hinyeoul Cultural Village:  
Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time  (2011) The attorney  

location> Yeongdo Grand Bridge is straight from exit 6 or 8 of nampodong Subway Station  Drawing time> 15 minutes from nooninfo 

location> Youngseon-dong, Yeongdo-gu, Busaninfo 

The Wig bloody Tie

Nameless Gangster: rules of the Time
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Busan’s 
Famous Restaurants 
in Films

Oldboy  (2003) made this restaurant 
famous as the ‘Oldboy Dumpling 
Restaurant.’ A scene of Closer 
To Heaven was also shot in the 
restaurant, making it more famous. 
Jangseonghyang is a Chinese 
restaurant in China Town across 
from Busan Station. In Oldboy, OH 
Dae-su (CHOI Min-shik) drops by 
this restaurant with Mi-do to find out 
if this is the restaurant that delivered 
dumplings to the room which 
imprisoned him for 15 years. Unlike 
those in the film, Jangseonghyang’s 
dumplings are as big as a palm.

If you watch The Attorney, you will 
be dying to eat boiled rice in pork 
soup. Boiled rice in pork soup was 
the only comfort food to Woo-
suk, who prepared for a bar exam 
while engaging in tough physical 
labor. This dish is a comfort food to 
ordinary people in Busan. Boiled 
rice in pork soup in this restaurant 
that appears in The Attorney has 
a simple and strong taste so that 
customers won’t feel greasy no 
matter how much they eat it. 

Do-hun (KIM Ju-hyeok) and Yu-ran 
(KIM Sun-a) drop by this restaurant 
during their dates in Pitch High 
(2011). Fine noodles are studded 
with several pieces of raw fish, 
cabbage, lettuce and sesame leaves. 
Noodles mixed with sweet and spicy 
marinades taste great. This 60-year-
old restaurant was famous even 
before the release of the film.

Fried Dumplings of 
Jangseonghyang

Boiled Rice in pork 
Soup

Raw Fish Noodle at 
Grandma’s House

location> 15-14, nampo-dong 2 
ga, Jung-gu, Busan

info 
location> 609-1, choryang 1 
dong, Dong-gu, Busan

info 
location> 28-5, Beomil-dong, 
Dong-gu, Busan

info 

Pitch High oldboy
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Haeundae area

Haeundae is an impressive place with a 1.5 kilometer long bow-shaped fine white 
sandy beach fronting luxury hotels. The addition of the annual Busan International 
Film Festival catapulted the beach to fame among tourist attractions in Busan. 
In addition, director YOUN Je-kyun’s disaster blockbuster Haeundae made the 
place more famous. Caught on camera in this film are Haeundae Beach, Haeundae 
Market, Haeundae Police Station, the Tourist Information Center, an excursion ship, 
an aquarium, Marine City Breakwater, Ikidaedae Park, Nuri Maru and Woodong 
Cathedral. The film shed new light on Mipo at the end of Haeundae.  Mipo is home 
to Yeon-hee and Man-sik (SEOL Kyung-gu), who has a crush on Yeon-hee. The 
film paints Mipo not as a splendid tourism attraction but as a small simple town for 
longtime residents. Yeon-hee and Man-sik struggle to survive a sudden tsunami, 
and depend on each other at the Railroad Crossing at Mipo Five-Way Crossroads 
from which people can see the horizon meet the blue sky. This place also appears in 
the action film Righteous Ties directed by JANG Jin.

Gwangan Grand Bridge opened in 2003 and is equipped with lighting facilities that emit 
100,000 kinds of light depending on hours, days and seasons. This creates beautiful night 
views for people in Busan. In Haeundae, Gwangan Bridge comes across in various shapes.  
The tsunami turns over a mammoth-sized container carrier and its container boxes fall on 
the bridge. Dong-choon (KIM In-kwon) struggles single-handed to avoid them, making 
viewers laugh while also feeling his panic. Gwangan Bridge is seen in a scene where tourist 
Hee-mi (KANG Ye-won) and Maritime Rescue Team member Hyung-sik (LEE Min-
ki) are dating at night, drinking canned beers. The bridge also shows its beauty in a scene 
where Man-sik pops the question to Yeon-hee on an excursion ship. In Hindsight, a LEE 
Hyeon-seung film starring SONG Kang-ho and SHIN Se-kyung, Gwangan Bridge plays 
an important role. This is because Se-bin, who becomes an assassin after failing to become 
a professional shooter, can only feel perfectly free while riding a motorbike on the bridge.  

Mipo Harbor: 
Haeundae  (2009) Righteous Ties  (2006) My Black Mini Dress  (2011)  
a Millionaire on the Run  (2012) 

Gwangan Grand Bridge: 
Haeundae  (2009) Hindsight  (2011)

location> 1015, Jung-1-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan  Website> http://eng.haeundae.go.kr/en/main/main.phpinfo 

location> Business Group for Gwangan Grand Bridge (Jaesong-dong 706-7), 203, Suyeong riverside road, Haeundae-gu, Busan  
Website> http://gwanganbridge.bisco.or.kr/

info 

Haeundae righteous Ties

Haeundae Haeundae
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State-of-the-art Marine City and Centum City, areas for the 
wealthy people in Busan, are located at the northeast and 
southwest of the Yachting Center. The areas adjoin the sea and 
have many high-rise buildings. So their nightviews outweigh those 
of Hong Kong in glamor. Marine City and Centum City often 
appear in films set against the backdrop of modern Busan such as 
Haeundae, New World, Tabloid Truth and Friend 2. Specifically, 
the Shinsegae and Lotte Department Stores in Centum City 
have positioned themselves as two major landmarks. They are 
two of the largest department stores in Asia. In Countdown, con 
artist CHA Ha-yeon (JEON Do-yeon) shakes off her chasers 
and leisurely enjoys luxury shopping in the department stores. 
Nouveau riche JANG Seok-ku (YOO Hae-jin) strolls in the luxury 
section in one of the two department stores, discussing how they 
will be able to overpower cop CHOI Chul-gi (HWANG Jung-min) 
in The Unjust directed by RYOO Seung-wan.

Marine City and Centum City:  
The Unjust  (2010) Countdown  (2011) 
New World  (2013) Tabloid Truth  (2013) 

location>  Woo-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busaninfo 

A hobby of SONG Woo-suk (SONG Kang-ho) is yachting in The 
Attorney,  based on the late President ROH Moo-hyun. SONG 
dreams of participating in an Olympic yachting event. SONG 
paraphrases his intention to ignore social absurdities, saying that 
in yachting, a person is able to become a national yachting athlete 
only if he or she owns a yacht. As a yachting center is a rare 
place in Korea, the Yachting Center in Busan is a popular filming 
location. Recently, the location is seen in Friend 2 directed by 
KWAK Kyung-taek and For the Emperor starring LEE Min-ki. 
Secret Temptation, a thriller starring LIM Soo-jung and YOO 
Yeon-seok, and Veteran, a new RYOO Seung-hwan film, were 
filmed at the Yachting Center as well. 

Yachting Center: 
The attorney  (2013) For the Emperor  (2014) Secret 
Temptation  (not yet released) Veteran  (not yet 
released)

location> 1393, Woo-1-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan  
Website> http://www.yachtlife.co.kr/

info 

For the emperor countdown
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Gijang area

KUNDO: Age of the Rampant  is an action film that deals with a group of benevolent bandits 
who gouge out corrupt government officials under the catchphrase ‘United We Are People, 
Separated We Are Thieves’ and stand by the poor and against villain CHO Yoon (KANG 

Dong-won). KUNDO: Age of the Rampant is set in the Jeolla Province area. But the film was actually shot in Ahopsan Forest in Gijang of 
Busan. Gijang became the background of a mountain where the benevolent bandits appear and a bamboo forest where Do-chi (HA Jung-woo) 
hones his martial art skills. Ahopsan Forest is a space loaded with big pine trees and black oaks. It is hard to believe that the location is near 
the city as trails are formed through spectacular bamboo forests. The reason why the forest has remained nearly intact is that the local MOON 
clan has taken good care of it for 300 years through nine generations. Thus trees were able to survive without being damaged despite the 
Japanese colonial rule of Korea and the Korean War. General access to the forest is limited since the forest has been carefully taken care of as 
private property. Ahopsan Forest will be on screen again in Memories of the Sword, a film starring JEON Do-yeon and LEE Byung-hun, which 
PARK Heung-sik directed.

ahopsan Forest: 
KUNDo: age of the Rampant   
Memories of the Sword  (not yet released)

location> San 264-1, Ungcheon-ri, cheolma-myeon, Gijang-gun, Busan    Website> http://forest.or.kr/english/info 

KUNdo: age of the rampant
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others

Man from Nowhere is generally set against the backdrop of Maechukji 
Village in Dong-gu of Busan. Maechukji means reclaimed land on the 
edge of the sea. This place was created to breed horses that would carry 
military supplies during the Japanese colonial rule of Korea. After Korea’s 
liberation, people gathered here and formed a village. Narrow alleys 
are linked like a web among old buildings in the village ringed by piers, 
railroads and the sea. So the village is reminiscent of an isolated island. 
Therefore, the place befits a poor village where Tae-sik (WON Bin) 
and So-mi (KIM Sae-ron) live in The Man from Nowhere. In addition, 
an overpass that Geumja walks on in Sympathy for Lady Vengeance is 
located over Choryang Underpass near Maechukji Village. Maechukji 
Village will appear in My Dictator (working title) as well, which will be 
released by LEE Hae-jun who made Castaway on the Moon (2009). 

Songdo Beach is the oldest beach in Busan. The beach is linked 
to nearby Amnam Park and Dudo Park, famous for sea fishing. 
The beach also commands a sweeping view of the sea including 
faraway Yeong Island. A film that maximizes this atmosphere of 
Songdo Beach is the melodrama Closer to Heaven starring KIM 
Myung-min and HA Ji-won. This place is none other than the 
winter sea to which terminally ill ALS patient Jong-woo (KIM 
Myung-min) and his girlfriend Ji-soo (HA Ji-won) take a trip to. 
The charms of Songdo Beach are well depicted in Tough as Iron 
as well starring YOO Ah-in. 

Maechukji Village:   
Sympathy For lady Vengeance  (2005) 
The Man from Nowhere  (2010)  Tough as Iron
My Dictator  (not yet released)

Songdo Beach: 
Closer to Heaven  (2009) Tough as Iron  
Hindsight  (2011)

location>  Beomil-5-dong, Dong-gu, Busaninfo 

location> amnamdong, Seo-gu, Busan   Website> http://songdo.bsseogu.go.kr/info 

Man from Nowhere

Tough as Iron closer to Heaven
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KoFic iNDUsTRY FoRUm

The above seminar will offer outlooks on the changes 
that the institutionalization of investment-type 
crowdfunding will bring to the film market, and 
discuss the application of strategies and the prospects 
of crowdfunding as a new financing and marketing 
platform. Delegates from the US, UK, China and 
Korea will give brief presentations on crowdfunding 
in their respective countries, and the session will 
conclude with a panel-wide discussion.

Date: 15:30 – 17:30, Sunday, October 5th

Venue: event Hall, BeXcO exhibition Hall 4

Moderator
MOOn Suk (consultant, Funding 21)

panelists
Stephan PaternOt (ceO, Slated)

alex StOlZ (Head of Distribution, British Film Institute)

liyansong (ceO, iQIYI Motion Pictures)

Shin Hyun-uk (ceO, Popfunding)

• Simultaneous interpretation services will be provided. 
(english and chinese)

asian Film Market Shows 
potential for Co-production

Seminars 1 The Future of Financing through Crowdfunding

The Korean Film council (KoFIc) 
will host the KoFIc Industry 
Forum during the asian Film 
Market in order to invigorate 
international co-productions and 
distribution. The KoFIc Industry 
Forum includes seminars on 
attracting investment through 
crowdfunding in the new 
media era, the preservation 
of digital film materials, and 
navigating the digital-online 
market. In addition to seminars, 
the KoFIc Industry Forum will 
provide opportunities to directly 
access a select group of high-
caliber Korean projects with the 
potential for co-production.

Leading professionals from 
asia, europe, the US and 
beyond will offer insights 
on ways to strengthen co-
production and distribution, 
as well as discussing current 
trends and practices in the 
film business. 
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Meetings with 12 high-caliber Korean projects seeking co-
production will be held within the framework of the Asian 
Film Market. The projects participating in the Forum were 
carefully chosen among the selections of the KOFIC-affiliated 
‘Film Business Center’ in Beijing, and KOFIC’s ‘International 
Co-Production Development/Biz-Matching support’ program. 
KOFIC supports Korean projects that aim to co-produce with 
China, Japan, the US and Europe in various ways, including 
providing opportunities for treatment mentoring and scenario 
doctoring in the countries of co-production, as well as facilitating 
business meetings. Through supporting outstanding Korean 
co-production projects, KOFIC amplifies possibilities for 
international co-production.

Date: 10:00-19:00, Sunday-tuesday, October 5-7 

Venue: Project Meeting Zone, Korean Film center D08, BeXcO exhibition Hall 4

Title Director Producer Production 
Company

Buni, Suni & Marie -
The Embraced TBD KIM Young Miru Pictures

The Discovery of Romance TBD JANG So-jung Film Dorothy

Ghost of Christchurch TBD LEE Seung-joo NNBB Company

Handsome in Glasses LEE Sun-an HAHM Sung-won Moneff

Korea Yan MOIX Pierre JOO PY Production

The Man Who Loved a Vampire TSUJIMOTO 
Takanori LEE Eun-kyoung Zoa Films

OPPA Kim Sun Nan TBD KIM Hyo-jeong Film Line

The Pirates [Red Fox] TBD KIM Chang-yeol October Cinema

Red Riding Hood Yoon-soo JUNG LEE Se-ho K-Dragon Pictures

Train Boy KAE Yoon-shik YOO Sae-kyu KIBC

Twin Jason KIM Jason KIM Mongmaru

Wedding Day Tony BANCROFT LEE Joon-dong Nowfilms

Meeting with the Korean Film Industry

In recognition of the recent publication of the 
Korean translation of ‘The Digital Dilemma’, 
a landmark report by the Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences, an in-depth 
discussion on the methods of preservation 
and storage of film materials will take place.

Date: 15:30 – 17:00, Monday, October 6th

Venue: event Hall, BeXcO exhibition Hall 4

Moderator
KIM tchang-yu (Director of technology, Moving Image 

technology association of Korea)

Keynote Speakers 
Milton ScHeFter (chair of Digital Motion Picture 

archive Project, aMPaS)

regis FlaD (General Manager, ISan-Ia)

panelists
Sam Gyun OH, (chairman of ISO tc46/Sc9 [dentification 

and Description])

Gemma lee, (Deputy Director, Standard & cooperation 

Division, national archives of Korea)

KIM Bong-young, (Head of Film Preservation center, 

Korean Film archives)

• Simultaneous interpretation services will be provided. (English)

2 Strategies for long-
term Storage and 
preservation of Digital 
Film Material

The digital-online market has begun to rise 
once more as a major market for films. In this 
seminar, leading professionals will share their 
thoughts on the pending issues of the digital-
online market relevant to the film industry, 
and discuss the ways in which the market can 
harmoniously coexist with the film business.

Date: 10:00 – 12:00, tuesday, October 7th

Venue: event Hall, BeXcO exhibition Hall 4

Moderator
Bryan KIM (ceO, Indieplug)

panelists
ParK Dong-soo (Senior Vice President of Media Biz 

General Office, Kt Media Hub)

JeOnG Yeong-deog (ceO, Daum tV)

lee Hyun-myoung (ceO, Greenfish)

Joon S. IM (Director of channel 1 Division, cJ e&M)

• Simultaneous interpretation services will be provided. (English)

3 Talk Concert: The 
Digital-online Market and 
Changes in the Korean 
Film Industry 

Selected Projects
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project 1 
Buni, Suni & Marie – The Embraced 
Producer KIM young 

SYNopSIS

buni, Suni & Marie – The embraced depicts the love and 

healing of four diasporic women across three generations. 

In the melting pot of the US, an elderly Korean 

woman named Suni, another elderly asian woman 

named buni who is mentally challenged, Marie, an 

african-american mother, richard, her caucasian 

husband, and their beloved daughter Karen live 

together as a family. Since returning home from her 

stay in Korea as an exchange student, Karen meets 

daniel and learns about the issue of wartime comfort 

women. While daniel takes a lead in the La-based 

petition campaign on the issue, Karen slowly comes 

to awareness about the past that Suni and buni 

have kept buried for a long time. once young girls 

who were forced to become comfort women, Suni 

and buni share a traumatic past, and within it, an 

unspeakable secret.

Suni, whose dementia symptoms are growing more 

apparent every day, has a single wish in her life: to 

meet clint eastwood. as the women begin to speak 

of their difficult past and the painful secret that 

lies within, the process of healing leads them to an 

unexpected situation. 

project 2 
The Discovery of Romance 
Producer  JaNG So-jung

SYNopSIS

Iyo is a consultant at the dungfang cJ call center whose 

work requires her to constantly appear cheerful and 

polite. She must endure countless unspeakable troubles 

during sales consulting, but after work she takes solace 

in writing romance novels. other people seem to find 

dates easily, but Iyo herself has been in a long drought 

in terms of romance—so she makes do with typing away 

at her keyboard every night, taking pleasure in becoming 

the protagonist of a sweet romance novel. 

but eventually—dreams come true! She meets the 

man of her dreams, and a chance to get published… 

everything seems to be going perfectly.

Jikang is the author of the bestselling book The Person 

Who Speaks, and the ceo of a publishing company. 

an opinionated leader who has relentlessly pursued 

success, he begins his days with biting remarks for his 

staff. but his stable begins falling apart when Iyo shows 

up at his company, which has been looking to develop a 

new genre novel, and he takes on the role of managing 

the in-china activities of Korean wave star Jessie.

Jikang ruthlessly criticizes Iyo’s romance novel, calling it 

“just a play on hormones”, and Iyo pushes back by calling 

Jikang’s book a “masturbation tool for losers”. 

When Jessie’s career faces yet another crisis due to an 

accidental switch of Jessie and Iyo’s cell phones, Jikang 

decides to gamble with the whole nation by hiring Iyo as 

the writer of a fake show that might save Jessie’s public 

image…

project 3
Ghost of Christchurch 

Producer Lee Seung-joo (Joane Lee)

SYNopSIS

one day, Soo-jeong asks her husband Seong-hyeon 

to take care of their eldest son Ki-ho, while she goes 

off for a secret rendezvous with her first love. Seong-

hyeon, a gamble addict, is late to pick up Ki-ho, and the 

child dies in a fire at the kindergarten. Plagued with 

despair and guilt, Soo-jeong moves to New Zealand 

with her husband and their second son yoon-ho. She 

rents a house at christchurch from Miyuki, a Japanese 

widow, and vows to let go of Ki-ho and live a happy life 

in this beautiful place. but every night she falls asleep 

in tears, clutching Ki-ho’s remaining possessions. Her 

sadness only deepens, and following Miyuki’s advice, 

she obtains a mystical doll made by the indigenous 

people at christchurch which is said to have legendary 

power in summoning the spirits of the dead. Since losing 

her husband and son in the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, 

Miyuki has been holding a ceremony every night to call 

upon their spirits. Soo-jeong performs the ceremony as 

Miyuki taught her, and strange things begin to occur in 

her household. Seong-hyeon leaves home, and Miyuki 

is found as a corpse. yoon-ho sees the spirit floating 

around the house, and feels scared for his life. Soo-jeong 

becomes pregnant with a fetus that grows unusually 

quickly. all of this is found to be the doings of Ki-ho’s 

spirit, and finally Soo-jeong faces him, begging for his 

forgiveness. She apologizes for not protecting him, and 

in promising to stay with him forever, decides to commit 

suicide. and then…

project 4 
Handsome in Glasses
Producer HaHM Sung-won

SYNopSIS

after getting dumped by his first love Iju, Kil-dong 

attempts to kill himself by throwing himself into a 

reservoir but fails to die. at this point, he gains a pair 

of mysterious glasses. Thanks to the glasses, Kil-

dong is reborn as a casanova who steals the hearts of 

all the women he meets. but as his popularity grows, 

his yearning for Iju does as well… Kil-dong tries to use 

the glasses’ powers to win Iju’s affection, but fails. 

one day, after having become a celebrity thanks to 

the glasses, Kil-dong learns of the real reason that Iju 

left him. can he now succeed in gaining her love?

project 5 
Korea 

Producer Pierre Joo

SYNopSIS

July 2012 - French writer and filmmaker yann MoIx 

lands in Korea, heartbroken by an unhappy ending 

with a Korean girlfriend. charged with resentment and 

melancholy, excitement and excessiveness, the country 

immediately captivates the French man and leads him 

to total immersion.

a small camera in hand, yann roams like a vagabond. In 

Korea, yann is no longer the eloquent talk show guest, 

nor the talented writer he was famous as in France. He 

is just another stupefied stranger lost somewhere in 

the middle of this country far from his native one. His 

journey seems like a series of ridiculous bloopers and 

misunderstandings, yet he feels increasingly drawn to 

the country, and his travels drag him as far as the North. 

endless interviews and wanderings over the Korean 

peninsula blur the boundaries between North and South. 

The figure of this French man slowly starts to overlap 

with the landscape of Korea, blotchy with tears and 

laughter. 

project 6 
The Man Who loves a Vampire
Produce Lee eun-kyoung

SYNopSIS

once a stuntman in high demand, do-kyeong is now 

leading a dull day-to-day life acting in children’s action 

movies and tending to his sick mother. but one day, he 

helps a woman who seems to be running away from 

someone and falls for her, as if he’s been possessed. 

Unable to turn away the woman named eve, who looks 

like she has nowhere to go, do-kyeong takes her to his 

apartment. Though he finds it strange that she sleeps in 

the closet, dislikes light, and eats nothing, he opens his 

heart to eve, who seems lonely and innocent. So their 

thrilling attempt to live together begins. Upon finding 

out by chance that eve is a vampire, do-kyeong feels 

afraid for a few moments but then willingly offers her his 

blood. eve feels affection from do-kyeong’s generosity, 

and they passionately make love. after learning about 

eve’s past thanks to her brainwave transmitting 

capabilities, do-kyeong’s love for eve deepens. While 

searching for thieves he can extract blood from for eve, 

he encounters x, and narrowly escapes danger thanks to 

eve’s hidden superpower. yet x continues to chase after 

them. What will happen to do-kyeong and eve?

Co-production projects
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project 7 
oppa Kim Sun Nan
Producer IM Hyo-jeong

SYNopSIS

Help! K-Pop is taking the whole world by storm! This 

is a story about three strangers—a husband, a father 

and a boyfriend who share something in common—

their wife, daughter and girlfriend are all fans of the 

Korean heartthrob Kim Sun Nan. When their loved 

ones suddenly disappear on xmas eve, their search 

brings them to Seoul, where these men meet for the 

first time…

Feeling betrayed, the men hatch a plan to teach their 

loved ones a lesson. but their naïve scheme goes 

terribly wrong and they end up kidnapping Kim Sun 

Nan by accident. Little do they know that the Korean 

police and the whole media world is now looking for 

their famous captive, and their worst nightmare has 

only just begun…

project 8 
The pirates [Red Fox]
The legend Reborn
Producer KIM chang-yeol

SYNopSIS

This film takes the chinese 19th century woman pirate 

cheng I Sao as a motif.

The legendary woman pirate cheng I Sao, once a leader 

of an enormous fleet, has been living a mundane life 

since retiring after surrender to the Qing emperor. but 

one day, her husband Jangbo, who has been working 

as an official in the Qing courts is killed; cheng also 

begins to feel threatened by unidentified enemies. In 

the process of uncovering the conspiracy behind these 

events, cheng realizes that the east India company 

is the driving force, and she tries to gather former 

colleagues to avenge her husband’s death and china but 

there are no pirates to aid her in retirement. With just a 

few peers, she ventures forth to sea for one final battle…

project 9 
Red Riding Hood 
Producer Kay Hee-young KIM

SYNopSIS

In a large US city where tensions between the mafia and 

the police run high, there is a killer feared among the 

mafia. Known as red riding Hood, this killer is famous 

for always wearing a red hooded jacket when eliminating 

targets. This mysterious assassin, in actuality, is a 

teenage girl—17-year-old Irene, of asian descent. 

during her childhood, Irene’s family was murdered by the 

mafia and Irene was rescued by police officer dennis (43). 

Vowing to avenge her family’s death, she has become a 

hit girl under dennis’s tutelage, and follows his orders to 

eliminate mafia members. However, dennis is in reality 

a corrupt police officer working in cooperation with the 

mafia, and he has been using Irene to remove their 

rivals.

one day, Irene meets Matthew, an ordinary student her 

age, and begins to feel affection towards him. Having 

witnessed an ordinary way of life outside the harsh and 

brutal world of crime, Irene starts to question herself 

and her surroundings. 

eventually, Irene learns that the person who killed her 

parents is dennis, the man she has been thinking of as 

family. realizing that the one she trusted has only been 

using her, Irene enters into a final battle to the death 

with dennis.

project 10
Train Boy
Producer yoo Sae-kyu

SYNopSIS

early spring in 1980, near the end of school vacation, 

I have a memory that I can never forget. dreaming of 

becoming a train engineer, I wanted to move a rusted 

train. My small endeavor became a symbol of hope for 

many villagers, and I accomplished what no one had 

even dreamed of. years later, the rusted train no longer 

moves, but it still beckons me, like a sweet memory.

The first love of nine-year-old changjang is Shinshin, 

an older girl who lives in the same village. To get 

her attention, he wants to move the rusted train 

that has stopped in front of the old deserted mine. 

His grandfather, who was once a train engineer, 

enthusiastically helps him and begins to fix the train 

bit by bit, but changjang’s father, a crossroads guard, 

vehemently disagrees. on top of this, the newly opened 

train tracks have been lost due to flooding and left the 

village isolated. The villagers’ lives become impoverished, 

and changjang becomes heartbroken when Shinshin 

moves to a bigger village. even if he fixes the old train, 

what will he do about the broken tracks? However, he 

will not be stopped. 

a heartwarming story about the first love of young 

changjang, who wants to somehow make the old train 

move and thus move the heart of Shinshin and those of 

the villagers.

project 11 
Twin
Producer Jason KIM

SYNopSIS

In a large house deep in the forest, there are sisters 

who have lived their entire lives as if they were one 

person. The two are very different from each other, 

but since birth they could not distance themselves: 

they are Siamese twins. When they were young, the 

girls made a secret pact to meet men they love and 

marry, despite being born to a doomed fate. They 

also vowed to pick male twins, so that they would 

not fight and live happily in love. Ten years since 

the promise, the twins receive a sudden visit from 

their physician who informs them that they will both 

die within a month without a separation surgery. 

However, they have a chance to live if the operation 

is successful. The sisters weep but soon recall their 

childhood vow. They decide to experience true love 

with the opposite sex, and call a man to their home to 

spend the last month together. Shortly, an oblivious 

young man, who has been hired as a month-long 

part timer arrives at the sisters’ house. but soon, 

the doctor visits again and says that if the sisters 

have the operation, only one of them will survive. He 

instructs them to decide who will live. In the end, the 

sisters decide to play a game in which the one chosen 

by the man survives.

project 12 

Wedding Day
Producer Lee Joon-dong

SYNopSIS

damian, a young war veteran, returns home feeling 

liberated and ready to find the love of his life. but his 

father orders him to marry a woman he has never seen, 

just three days later. The woman is the daughter of 

baron Mang, who is wealthy but extremely greedy. 

Troubled, damian decides to break the traditional rule 

that the groom must not see his bride’s face before 

marriage by visiting baron Mang’s house.

It is stormy and dark as damian travels to baron 

Mang’s house. He steps into a secluded cabin to 

stay out of the rain, and there he encounters the 

dokkaebis (goblins and sprits). damian wants to 

be left alone, but the dokkaebis excitedly offer to 

help him. They set up a plan to disguise damian as a 

beggar so the bride won’t recognize him.

at the Mang house, damian finds that Mang’s 

daughter Gabby is not only incredibly beautiful but 

also a talented singer. However, Gabby sneers at 

damian in his beggar costume. 

only abby, the kindhearted housemaid, treats him 

with warmth. although she is a servant, she is strong, 

wise, and thoughtful. damian seems to be falling in 

love with her, not Gabby.

Gabby, who has dazzling beauty, money, and fame, 

and abby, who believes in the strength of true love 

even in the worst circumstances.

damian’s search for a bride begins at this crossroads. 
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Who's Who 

Syd lIM 
ceO of Yong Film, 
behind paRK Chan-wook’s 
new Film aGaSSI
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You founded Yong Film after serving as 
CEO of Sio Film and head of the Bareunson 
Film Business Headquarters. How did you 
come to start Yong Film?  
The company somehow managed to come 
together. (laughs) I founded Sio Film in my 
30s when I did not have many thoughts or 
philosophies about film production. I felt bad 
seeing my colleagues work like vagabonds. 
So I thought that it would be better to start a 
company and work together with them. The 
merger between Sio Film and Bareunson 
made me the head of the Bareunson Film 
Business Headquarters. But there was a 
difference of perspectives on films between 
the owner of Bareunson and myself. In 
certain organizations, owners’ ideas and 
philosophies take precedence over anything 
else. I went through differences of opinions 
about selecting films three or four times. That 
compelled me to decide to leave. I founded 
Yong Film after agreeing to produce The 
Target with Bareunson.   

How would you evaluate films produced by 
Sio Film and Yong Film? 
They are too different to pinpoint their 
common characteristics. (laughs) There is 
no consistent cinematic color between them. 
Their genres vary, as they include romantic 
comedies, horror films, thrillers and dramas. 
Even though it may sound awkward, I only 

begin to produce a film if I find it fun and 
entertaining. Only after I enjoy watching a 
film can I talk other people into going to see 
it. This philosophy has not changed from Sio 
Film to Yong Film. Basically, I don’t think 
that films are something new. Regardless of 
the existence of an original story, if there is an 
element that can be cinematically expressed, 
the story is something new. In fact, no films 
produced by me have become big hits. I am a 
producer who is still lacking a hit. 

In terms of box-office scores, The Servant 
(2010) and Oldboy are my best performers. 
No films that I produced have drawn over 
three million spectators. Then again, none of 
them have flopped. Among the 12 films that I 
produced, five were commercially successful, 
two managed to reach their break-even 
points and three or four misfired. Oh! Project 
Makeover (2006) was a box-office disaster. 
(laughs)

You are called a producer with a keen eye 
for an interesting story. 
Unless a good idea suddenly hits me, there is 
nothing new. I pay attention to anything and 
everything such as novels, cartoons, films, 
articles and scripts and look for items that 
are unique. I prefer taking originals that need 
improvement. Among the originals I’ve taken 
to produce, ‘Fingersmith’, a Sarah WATERS 

novel has the most potential. Agassi is based on 
this novel. Except for this work, other originals 
are generally rather poor save for a few special 
elements. That fuels my desire to make them into 
films. There is no need to make well-known and 
perfect works into films. They themselves are 
already too perfect to cinematize. For example, 
it is impossible to make DOSTOEVSKY into 
a film. Needless to say, there are exceptions. 
Agassi and The Beauty Inside, which is 
currently in development, are really perfect 
works. In the case of The Beauty Inside, a 
system proposed by the director was so fresh 
that I agreed to produce it. The system does 
not change the original but adds plausible 
stories that take place before and after. Agassi  
will be produced by PARK Chan-wook. Thus 
there is no problem. (laughs) 
 
What do you think about the Korean film 
market as a producer?
I think that the film production system 
in Korea needs to change soon. First of 
all, production and investment should be 
separated. Dividing equities in a zero sum 
manner is not desirable. A system should be 
established to allow production companies 
to stably make films and for investors to 
regularly receive returns. Filmmakers should 
not think about making films in order for 
them to turn a profit. They should instead just 
focus on making films. Nowhere in the world 
do filmmakers dream of hitting the jackpot 
while making a film, expect for Korea. In 
2003, Oldboy was released along with other 
great Korean films. They were Memories Of 
Murder, A Good Lawyer's Wife and Save The 
Green Planet!, which is my personal favorite. 
Diversity ruled Korean cinema at that time. 
But these days, diversity is losing ground, a 
sad truth. Unlike the past, studios’ colors are 
gradually disappearing. This is because there 
is order in the market. What I feel sad about 
as a producer is the fact that there are films 
that show their directors’ styles but it is hard 
to come by films that show their producers’ 
colors. 

yong Film is a film production company that was founded by 
Syd LIM in 2012. It’s a young company that made its debut with 
The Target, a remake of the French film Point blank (2010). but 
LIM’s career in the film industry dwarfs the history of yong Film. 
LIM planned and produced oldboy (2003) and founded Sio Film, 
producing 12 Korean films including crying Fist (2005) directed 
by ryoo Seung-wan. of late, LIM announced the production of 
the new ParK chan-wook film agassi, catching much attention 
domestically and internationally.  Korea cinema Today had an 
interview with LIM about agassi (working title), Meet Mr. roh 
(working title), The beauty Inside (working title) and the overall 
state of the Korean film industry.  
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There is a solution, and that is not to focus on 
just generating profits. The thought of making 
money only makes filmmakers flounder 
creatively, which is the most important value. 
A proper balance is essential to becoming 
a good producer. While a line producer 
calculates his or her budget, an executive 
producer estimates a budget after predicting 
how much his or her project will earn or its 
sales target. Moreover, an executive producer 
should maintain a standard as a manager 
of the total budget for a film project. When 
casting an actor, an executive producer must 
check whether or not the actor properly 
understands his character and whether the 
performer fits the character. Developing a 
script is also important. Although an executive 
producer does not pen a screenplay, it is his or 
her duty to realize what he or she wants in the 
screenplay, whatever it takes. If you ask me if 
I am doing all this well, my answer is “I still 
have a long way to go.” (laughs)

What do you think about the 
monopolization of screens?
I don’t agree with such a view, I never have. 
Audiences are always able to watch the films 
that they want to watch. Needless to say, it is 
a problem if a film monopolizes screens in 
theaters, leaving no room for other films. But 
I don’t think it is good to call a film with a 
high seat occupancy rate ‘a monopoly.’ This is 
because theaters are subject to the capitalist 
system. But there is some coordinating and 
adjusting work for the government to do for 
art house films, such as granting tax breaks to 
art house productions. 

The Target advanced to the official section 
of the Cannes International Film Festival. 
This was your second time there as a Korean 
film producer following OldBoy in 2003.
The Target is actually my third film to do so 

since Crying Fist, the founding work of Sio 
Film, entered the Directors’ Fortnight in 2005. 
In fact, no one expected The Target to go to 
Cannes. The film is very commercial and 
the name value of the director was not very 
high. The Target was invited to the Midnight 
Screening Section after A Bittersweet Life 
(2005) and The Chaser (2008). I felt proud 
of that fact as a producer since I thought 
that Cannes finally recognized a typical 
Korean commercial film. Korean commercial 

films were finally given opportunities to be 
evaluated following the strong receptions of 
art films by PARK Chan-wook and HONG 
Sangsoo. The original work by Fred CAVAYE 
is superb. But I also felt that the original film 
is very ‘economical’ in the way that it only 
meets the necessary bare minimum. We put 
a lot of effort into adapting the original story 
into The Target. The second half was totally 
rewritten. We focused on storytelling and the 
relationships between characters. 
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Recently, joint production projects with 
China or Japan have been gaining ground. 
Will Yong Film become involved in this? 
We have prepared several projects but none 
of them are now concrete. Basically, they are 
projects to make stories of my own choosing 
into films in overseas countries. The system 
would see local directors make films with 
local actors and capital. 

Let’s talk a little more about Agassi. You are 

working again with director PARK Chan-
wook after 11 years. 
I came across the original work in 2007. It is 
my wife who often proposes novels as items 
to me. My wife is a literary glutton who reads 
a lot, but she recommends only one or two 
books a year. ‘Fingersmith’ and ‘Meet Mr. 
Roh’ satisfied my wife, a picky reader, and she 
recommended them. ‘Fingersmith’ is a very 
long novel, which runs over 600 pages. It was 
a real page-turner for me. The novel inspired 
me to make it into a film. One week later, I 
met director PARK and gave him the book. It 
did not take long to receive a call from him. “I 
really enjoyed reading this book,” PARK told 
me. “But I cannot do this project since I am 
tied to a Hollywood film (Stoker).” So the idea 
exited my brain and I forgot about it for a long 
time. Then, six months later, director PARK 
asked me how the project was going. At first, I 
thought that the project would be meaningless 
unless PARK directed it. Finally, the project 
met the right director. The film has been titled 
Agassi by director PARK.   

Will the film version be very different from 
the original story?
No comment. (laughs) To be sure, the essence 
of the original work will remain the same. But 
director PARK is an outstanding creator so its 
essence will be what PARK extracts from the 
original story. I have not seen the final script 
yet. But it is obvious that the film will be very 
different from the original. 

Why will an open audition be held to pick 
an actress as the lead of Agassi? 
In fact, the two lead actresses of Oldboy, GANG 

Hye-jung and YOON Jin-seo, were selected 
through an open audition. This is nothing 
different. I think that great directors like PARK 
Chan-wook should use star actors while at the 
same time building an actor pool. The reason for 
the open audition is not because we do not like 
existing actresses but because we really want to 
create a new character.  
 
Would you tell us about Yong Film’s other 
projects aside from Agassi? 
We are producing Meet Mr. Roh directed by 
JUNG Ji-woo (Happy End and Eungyo) and 
The Beauty Inside directed by BAEK Jong-
yeol. The Beauty Inside is BAEK’s feature 
film debut. We have high expectations for 
BAEK since he stood out in the advertisement 
industry. In addition, I think that we will 
work with LEE Gae-byok who directed The 
Beast and The Beauty (2005) and LEE Jeong-
ho who directed The Hovering Blade (2009).  
Among new directors, we are keeping a close 
eye on LEE Sujin who directed Han Gong-
ju and UM Tae-hwa who directed INGtoogi: 
The Battle of Surpluses. Ah! I hope that JANG 
Hun, the director of The Front Line (2011) will 
come back with a new film. JANG is between 
projects, as he wants to have a baby. (laughs) 

Finally, what are some of your favorite 
films? 
I think that a good film is a film that 
repeatedly comes to mind after watching it. 
I favor old films over contemporary ones. 
Rashomon (1950) by KUROSAWA Akira and 
Alfred HITCHCOCK’s films are text book-
like films for me.  
by TaE Sang-joon (Film critic) · Photo by GoNG Ju-eun

“I make films that remain in the 
mind long after watching them” 

The Servant

oldboy

The Target
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Fresh Korean 
productions  

There are production companies that do their best to make fresh 
Korean films and open up new horizons for Korean cinema. These 
outfits elicit good responses from audiences by demonstrating 
their own colors without yielding creatively to major investors 
and distributors. The following are descriptions of three reliable 
production companies taking the initiative in the future of Korean 
cinema from Soo Film to dasepo club. Soo Film is going ahead 
with a joint project with a South american filmmaker, a rare thing 
in Korea, while dasepo club aims to achieve both cinematic quality 
and commercial success.  

Taking Initiative 
with New Wave 

by JI Yong-jin
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‘SOO’ of SOO Film stands for ‘sense of 
originality’, as making a film often means 
doing some creative work. In this regard, the 
name of the studio symbolizes its identity as 
a film production company. The first film by 
SOO Film was All For Love (2005) directed 
by MIN Kyu-dong. The omnibus film paints 
different love stories of seven couples. Its 
second film was The Wonder Years (2007). 
The film was well received by audiences as its 
female director explored the internal worlds 
of a mother and her daughter in the film 
with her delicate touches.   
The signature of SOO Film is characterized 
by well-written stories, sensitive visual beauty, 
and also attractive and unique characters. 
This is why SOO Film has produced many 
omnibus films. Most of the films that show 
the characteristics of SOO Film are omnibus 

features. All For Love, Five Senses Of Eros 
(2009) and The Most Beautiful Goodbye (2011) 
were all made as omnibuses. An omnibus 
structure was also used for the Horror Stories 
series (2012 to 2013), Modern Family (2012) 
and Marriage Blue. As omnibuses consist 
of multiple short stories with the same 
themes, SOO Film is oriented to stories with 
sophisticated structures.    

SOO Film also cinematized an original 
musical. They attempted to make a film 
version of the musical Finding Mr. Destiny 
in 2010. The project was recognized as 
unique since some Korean films were made 
into musicals but this film was the first 
musical-turned-film in Korea.    
This year, SOO Film marks its 10th anniversary. 
In Korea, dozens of film production companies 
shut down every year. This fact indicates that 
the film industry is a dog-eat-dog world. 
Accordingly, it is quite meaningful that SOO 
Film has survived for ten years and they have 
set out to develop a new project for their 10th 
anniversary. All About My Wife is a remake 
of the Argentine film A Boyfriend for My 
Wife(2008). The first Buenos Aires Korean 
Film Festival to be held on October 2nd 
selected the feature as its opening film. 
 Future films by SOO Film are also drawing 
high expectations. First, they will come in 
various genres. Secret Attraction (working 
title) is a suspense thriller while Brothers 
Were Brave (working title) is a human 
comedy and Working Girl (working title) is 
an erotic comedy. In particular, Working Girl  
is attracting attention since it is a remake 
of the Brazilian film Upside Down (2012). 
Upside Down is a funny sex comedy about 
adult products. 
 “Working Girl is Korea’s first remake of a 
Brazilian film,” said MIN Jin-soo, CEO of SOO 
Film. “We will reinterpret the film for a Korean 
audience.” Its projects under development 
also include Airport Picnic, which depicts 
people stranded in an airport due to volcanic 
eruptions, and the romantic comedy Someday, 
about a process where a heartbroken man and 
woman heal themselves.  

Soo Film  
Korea’s Working title

 Five Senses of eros

Horror Stories

cOntact http://www.soofilm.com
tel. +82 2 514 3666 
soofilm@hanmail.net
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The inaugural work by Dasepo Club was 
Dasepo Naughty Girls (2006) directed by E 
J-yong. The film was based on a cartoon of 
the same title. Its experimental composition 
and sentiment made headlines when the film 
premiered. Specifically, its new production 
system put the film into the spotlight. Dasepo 
Club was founded and financed by 33 Korean 
filmmakers including directors KIM Tae-
kyun and KIM Dae-seung. At that time, the 
system was really out of the box.  
It was JANG Won-seok, CEO of Dasepo 
Club, that managed the Dasepo Naughty Girls 
project. “Joint productions are empowered 
and supported by more people.” This is what 
Dasepo Club pursues. JANG himself was 
a production staff member on filming sets. 
JANG took up work as a member of the 
production team for Adventures of Mrs. Park 
(1996) directed by KIM Tae-kyun and worked 
on other films as well. Afterwards, JANG 
became the head of the production team for 
King and the Clown (2005) directed by LEE 
Joon-ik. The film hit the jackpot by drawing 
over ten million viewers. One in five Koreans 
watched the film. These days, it isn’t big news 
for a film to attract over ten million spectators 

but ten years ago, it was a huge sensation. 
King and the Clown demonstrated JANG’s 
capabilities in the field. But JANG did not rest 
on his laurels, and instead added more fuel to 
new film productions.  
Then, Dasepo Club gained momentum. The 
studio expanded its filmography by producing 
Secret Reunion (2010) by JANG Hun, War 
of the Arrows (2011) by KIM Han-min and 
Perfect Game (2011) by PARK Hee-gon. 
Secret Reunion realized the aesthetics of genre 
films such as action and drama without being 
immersed in ideologies, even though the film is 
based on the division of the Korean peninsula. 
War of the Arrows shows powerful action 
based on arrows, a traditional Korean weapon. 
Perfect Game tells a dramatic story about a 
pitchers’ duel between Korea’s baseball legends 
SUN Dong-yeol and CHOI Dong-won. In 
addition, they branched out into the production 
of low-budget independent films. Project 577 
(2012) by LEE Keun-
woo contains various 
episodes that happened 
during a group of actors’ 
long march across the 
nation. The film was a 
brainchild of HA Jung-
woo and HA took on 
the lead role.   
2013 was another 
turning point for 
Dasepo Club. A Hard 
Day by KIM Seong-
hun, which was 
jointly produced with 
AD 406, was officially 

invited to the Directors’ Fortnight of the 
67th Cannes International Film Festival. The 
film became a commercial hit at home by 
attracting 3.5 million viewers. Accordingly, 
the film reinforced Dasepo Club’s reputation 
as a studio that can produce good-quality 
films that are commercially viable. Way 
Back Home by PANG Eun-jin received 
good reviews as well. JEON Do-yeon, who 
previously took home the Best Actress 
Prize at Cannes, took on the female lead 
in the project. Future films of Dasepo 
Club are expected to have good showings. 
Dasepo Club is making Chronicle of a Blood 
Merchant directed by and starring HA 
Jung-woo. Chronicle of a Blood Merchant, 
a novel by representative modern Chinese 
writer Yu Hua, explores paternal love set in 
turbulent periods of China such as the Great 
Cultural Revolution and the Kuomintang-
communist cooperation. The Korean film 
version is a reinterpretation of the novel with 
a different period and characters. They are 
also preparing for Tattooist (working title) 
by LEE Seo, the comeback film for SONG Il-
kook.

Dasepo Club : Pursuing
Both cinematic Quality
and commercial Success

Secret reunion

a Hard day

cOntact 
tel. +82 2 3443 9429
ulikeme@empas.com
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In 2012, Cineguru presented itself as a 
latecomer in Korean cinema. Cineguru came 
across as a fresh addition to the Korean film 
industry given the fact that the Korean film 
industry is dominated (90%) by CJ E&M, Lotte 
Entertainment, Showbox and NEW. This is 
because of its status as an IT-based investment 
and distribution company entering the film 
market, which is usually led by big companies. 
Cineguru is a combination of the words ‘cine’ 
from cinema and ‘guru.’ The production began 
its business with the ambition to be a guru in 
cinema. Its parent company, Daou Technology 
is a mid-sized company founded in 1986. The 
company posts KRW 270-280 billion (USD 
259-268 million) in annual sales. Since then, 
the company has expanded its profits through 
its business diversification into finance and 
internet businesses. As part of its business 

diversification, Cineguru advanced into the film 
industry based on its strong financial power. 

Cineguru sets its sights on investment and 
distribution. “Although Cineguru is a new 
investment and distribution company, its fresh 
lineup will enable the company to create a 
new environment for films in Korean cinema,” 
said SONG Yun-young, an assistant manager 
at Cineguru. In fact, the company invested 
KRW 20 billion (USD 19.16 million) in the 
investment and copyright distribution sector 
in 2014. Taking into account the fact that the 
average production budget of Korean films is 
KRW 4 billion (USD 3.83 million), the money 
can be used to make five films a year. The first 
major film by Cineguru is My Love My Bride, a 
remake of the LEE Myung-se film of the same 
title. The film lightly explores the meaning 
of love and marriage through the fuss of a 
newlywed couple, who married after spending 
difficult days as a couple. The film will premiere 
in October and was directed by LIM Charn-
sang who debuted with The President’s Barber 
(2014). Another film financed by Cineguru 
is Request of Murder (working title) starring 
KIM Sang-kyung, KIM Sung-kyun and PARK 
Sung-woong. The film depicts a detective’s 
and a man’s painstaking efforts to catch a 
serial killer who murdered the detective’s 
sister and the man’s wife.  
On the other hand, Cineguru is actively 
engaging in value-added copyright 
business due to being a company whose 
parent company is an IT player. Its 
lineup in the value-added copyright 
sector is a little different from those 
of other investment and distribution 
companies. Cineguru supplied The 
Great Passage starring young Japanese 

stars such as MATSUDA Ryuhei and 
MIYAZAKI Aoi, Under the Skin, which 
received attention through provocative 
acting by Scarlett JOHANSSON and Oculus 
about supernaturalism, to various platforms. 
Cineguru’s basic goal is to produce and 
distribute good quality films that can generate 
profits. This may sound somewhat vague but 
contains a very meaningful philosophy. In 
particular, its motto is not to touch B-class 
films while focusing only on their profitability. 
This business philosophy is worth more 
attention at a time when low-quality films are 
mushrooming on IPTV and elsewhere
Besides, Cineguru is paying a lot of attention 
to the development of new scenarios and 
planning. “We need a globalized scenario 
that can click at home and abroad,” said CEO 
KIM Young-hoon in an interview. “I would 
like to create a new market through a long 
term plan.” KIM’s statement put an emphasis 
on the fact that going global is vital to Korean 
films’ survival since the domestic film market 
is saturated. Cineguru is geared towards 
discovering good screenplays and won't scrimp 
its investment in them. They are planning to 
find new stories that can excite audiences and 
that don’t follow trends. This is the reason why 
Korean cinema will have to watch the activities 
of Cineguru in the future. 

Cineguru : Dreams of 
Becoming a Dark Horse

Under the Skin

The Great Passage

My Love My bride

cOntact  http://www.daou.co.kr
tel. +82 70 8707 2185
kimyj@daou.com
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LEE Jang-hwan, a Korean scientist, becomes an overnight sensation earning 
widespread acclaim and press attention following his successful experiments cloning 
embryo stem cells. During the media sensation, TV news broadcast producer 
YOON Min-cheol receives a tip that everything may not be as it seems. His source 
is SHIM Min-ho, a young scientist who has worked with LEE in the past and claims 
that his stem cell research has largely been fabricated. YOON believes SHIM and 
the two join forces to blow the lid on LEE’s sham scientific discoveries and bring the 
truth to the public.
Based on the true story of the disgraced Korean scientist HWANG Woo-suk, 
Whistle Blower is the new film from YIM Soon-rye, a filmmaker who has never 
shied away from depicting social themes in her work. Previous films such as Forever 
the Moment (2008) and Rolling Home with a Bull (2010) have oscillated between 
the mainstream and art house but have always explored society in some meaningful 
fashion. Whistle Blower reunites her with her Waikiki Brothers (2001) star PARK 
Hae-il. With a long list of credits and many awards following his turn in the 2011 
period adventure film War of the Arrows, PARK has proven himself to be on the 
most versatile and dependable actors in the Korean film scene today. 2014 has 
marked an especially big year for him, with leading turns in the ZHANG Lu film 

Gyeongju and the LEE Hae-jun pic My Dictator 
alongside SEOL Kyeong-gu. Whistle Blower also 
stars veteran star and frequent supporting actor 
LEE Geung-young as well as young star YOO Yeon-
seok.
Whistle Blower, with its strong social themes and 
based on fact narrative, echoes recent Korean fare 
such as Silenced (2011) and The Attorney, both 
of which were based on stories well known to 
audiences and amassed strong support for their 
combination of modern history, social outrage and 
commercial appeal. YIM’s film is being released 
around the same time of year as those previous 
works, and may become yet another socially-driven 
hit at the Korean box office. Furthermore, the film 
appears particularly timely for its exploration of 
the media in Korea, which has of late come under 
intense scrutiny.

WHIStle BlOWer
제보자 Jae-bo-ja 2014 | 113 MIn | Drama

DIrectOr yIM Soon-rye caSt ParK Hae-il, Lee Kyoung-young, yoo yeon-seok
releaSe Date october 2, 2014 cOntact M-Line 
M-line distribution +82 2 796 2467 Fax +82 2 796 2429
sales@mline-distribution.com
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yeo Jang-boo possesses a special ability to 

see much more clearly than normal humans. 

The ability left him at the mercy of his 

classmates during his youth, but following 

many years spent as a shut in, he ventures 

out into the world to work in the realm of 

security. as an employee of a ccTV control 

center, he puts his special power to use and 

discovers his calling.

Funny man and My Sassy Girl (2001) star 

cHa Tae-hyun joins forces with director 

KIM young-tak once again, following the 

successful drama ba:bo (2008) and the 

horror comedy Hello Ghost (2010). The film is 

also the second to be fully financed by 20th 

century Fox subsidiary Fox International 

Pictures (FIP), which first waded into the 

Korean market with the SHIN Ha-kyun action 

vehicle running Man last year. co-starring 

with cHa in this high concept comedy are oH 

dal-su, NaM Sang-mi and Go chang-seok.

Professor Hak-kyu moves to a small town to 

teach night classes when a scandal gets him 

pushed out of his university. during his time 

there he gets involved in a torrid relationship 

with deok, despite having his wife and 

daughter back home. When he is reinstated 

and travels back, he finds it harder to 

extricate himself from the affair than he had 

imagined and more terrible misfortunes wait 

for him and his family upon his return home. 

eight years later, the now successful Hak-

kyu’s sight begins to fail, but more surprises 

lie in wait.

a dark melodrama with a hearty dose of 

film noir, yIM Pil-sung’s carefully designed 

Scarlet Innocence bowed at the Toronto 

International Film Festival ahead of its 

domestic release. Starring heartthrob and 

proven box office draw JUNG Woo-sung, 

the film confirms yIM’s standing as a 

visual auteur and also broadens his appeal 

with the inclusion of strong melodramatic 

elements. young star e Som takes a big leap, 

confirming herself as a major presence on 

the Korean film scene.

a young couple gets married and experiences 

the ups and downs of married life. over time 

the pair begin to bicker over small things 

and soon the man becomes jealous when his 

bride meets a mysterious stranger. can an 

ordinary man and a clever girl get through 

the growing pains of eternal union?

director LIM charn-sang previously made 

the SoNG Kang-ho historical drama The 

President’s barber ten years ago but has 

not been at the helm of a film since. My 

Love My bride is also a remake of the classic 

Lee Myung-se romcom of the same name 

from 1990. The film features rising star cHo 

Jung-seok, who rose to prominence in 2012’s 

architecture 101 before taking on major roles 

in period films The Face reader and The 

Fatal encounter, and actress Shin Min-a, 

the a bittersweet Life (2005) star who most 

recently featured in Gyeongju. My Love My 

bride co-stars ra Mi-ran and bae Sung-woo. 

» comiNg SooN  

SlOW VIDeO
슬로우 비디오 Seul-lo-u Bi-di-o
2014 | 106 MIn | comedy

DIrectOr KIM young-tak
caSt cHa Tae-hyun, NaM Sang-mi
releaSe Date october 2, 2014
cOntact 20th Fox Korea  
M-line distribution +82 2 796 2467 Fax +82 2 796 2429
sales@mline-distribution.com

Scarlet InnOcence
마담 뺑덕 Ma-dam Baeng-deok
2014 | tBD | thriller, Drama

DIrectOr yIM Pil-sung
caSt JUNG Woo-sung, e Som
releaSe Date october 2, 2014
cOntact cJ entertainment
tel. +82 2 371 6278
Fax. +82 2 371 6340
justinkim@cj.net(sales) / hawon@cj.net(festivals)
lineup.cjenm.com

MY lOVe MY BrIDe
나의 사랑 나의 신부 na-ui Sa-rang na-ui Sin-bu
2014 | 111 MIn | romantic comedy

DIrectOr LIM charn-sang
caSt Jo Jung-suk, SHIN Min-a
releaSe Date october 8, 2014
cOntact 9ers entertainment
tel. +82 70 4470 4073
Fax. +82 2 797 7279
jelee@niners.co.kr
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Sung-geun is a stage actor who is known for his passion but has only played small parts 
in films until now. His son Tae-sik used to look up to him but now feels frustrated by 
his father’s passionate but fruitless endeavors. Soon, Sung-geun’s fortunes take a turn 
when he is asked to take on a very special role. The Korean Central Intelligence Agency 
recruits him to play as a double for the North Korean leader KIM Il-sung ahead of 
the North-South Korean Summit. Meanwhile, Sung-geun tries to mend the damaged 
relationship with his son. He gets completely lost in the role and soon wins over his son 
again but once the summit falls through he begins to lose his grip on reality, lost in the 
delusion that he is in fact the North Korean dictator.
Returning with his long-awaited follow-up to his 2009 cult hit Castaway on the Moon, 
director LEE Jae-hoon is set to present My Dictator this winter, another high concept 
comedy film with ample political subtext. After getting a career high performance 
from JUNG Jae-young in Castaway on the Moon, LEE teamed up this time around 
SEOL Kyung-gu and PARK Hae-il. LEE honed his skill as writer on projects such as No 
Manners (2002), Au Revoir UFO (2004) and Antarctic Journal (2005) before debuting 
as a co-director with LEE Hae-young on 2006’s Like a Virgin. Though Castaway on 
the Moon failed to light the Korean box office on fire, it became a significant hit on the 
festival circuit and has seen its international reputation grow substantially over the years, 
to the point that it is now considered one of the greatest modern Korean films. SEOL 
Kyung-gu, star of indie darlings such as Peppermint Candy (1999) and commercial hits 
Haeundae (2009), takes on the lead role while War of the Arrows lead PARK Hae-il 
joins him on screen for his third 2014 role, following Gyeongju and Whistle Blower. 
LEE’s latest follows in the footsteps of many North Korea-themed narratives that have 
cropped up in South Korean cinema over the years, with recent offerings becoming 
increasing more complex. My Dictator participated in the Hong Kong Asian Film 
Financing Forum in 2012. 

MY DIctatOr
나의 독재자 na-ui Dok-jae-ja 2014 | tBD | Drama

DIrectOr Lee Hae-jun caSt SeoL Kyung-gu, ParK Hae-il releaSe Date october, 2014
cOntact Lotte entertainment tel. +82 2 3470 3540 Fax. +82 3470 3549
r333@lotte.net

Sang-yeon is a pastor who was adopted 

into america from Korea as a child. He visits 

his native Korea after a long time when 

he reconnects with his biological mother 

and brother with the help of a TV show. 

a touching reunion of long-lost brothers 

quickly dissolves into an awkward situation 

when Sang-yeon discovers that his younger 

brother has become a shaman and vice 

versa. In the meantime, the brothers’ mother 

who suffers from dementia wanders off and 

gets on a random express bus. even before 

the embarrassment wears off, the brothers 

are forced to put their differences aside and 

go on a search together for their missing 

mother.

Following a few years during which he 

devoted his time to the small screen, prolific 

writer/director JaNG Jin came back in a big 

way in 2014, first with the transgender cop 

thriller Man on High Heels and now the 

sibling dramedy We are brothers, featuring 

a Hard day’s cHo Jin-woong and Nameless 

Gangster’s KIM Sung-kyun.

We are BrOtHerS
우리는 형제입니다 U-ri-neun Hyeong-jae-im-ni-da
2014 | tBD | Drama, comedy

DIrectOr KIM Hong-sun
caSt cHo Jin-woong, KIM Sung-kyun
releaSe Date october 23, 2014
cOntact Showbox/Mediaplex, Inc.
tel. +82 2 3218 5649
Fax. +82 2 3444 6688
sales@showbox.co.kr

» comiNg SooN  
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Sun-hee, a single mother of two, works 

a part time job at a large retail store, but 

when the temporary staff learn that they are 

about to be laid off ahead of their contract 

finish dates in favor of cheaper outsourcing, 

she becomes an unlikely leader of a tense 

standoff between the embattled staff and 

the store’s executives and managers. She 

teams up with ringleaders Hye-mi, another 

single mother, and elderly janitor Soon-rye. 

a social drama with a keen focus on women’s 

rights in contemporary Korea, cart proves 

a major second outing for boo Ji-young, 

previously at the helm of the well-received 

but little seen indie drama Sisters on the 

road (2009). Featuring a strong ensemble 

of notable Korean stars, the timely film is 

based on true events. yUM Jung-ah, MooN 

Jung-hee and KIM young-ae play the strike 

leaders while KIM Gang-woo feature as a 

sympathetic manager who aligns to their 

cause.

Tae-su, a cop in the homicide department, 

pursues ordinary man Seung-hyun who 

disappeared after losing his wife. Tae-su 

finds out that Seung-hyun is also a victim of 

a cold-blooded serial killer Gang-cheon, who 

brutally murdered Tae-su’s sister and ran 

away three years ago. The two band together 

and formulate a plan to take revenge on 

Gang-cheon. The deal is the second thriller 

of Mi-in Pictures, which produced Montage 

in 2013. New director SoN yong-ho wrote its 

screenplay and directed the film. The three 

lead actors in The deal make the film special. 

KIM Sang-kyung, who excellently played a 

homicide cop in Memories of Murder (2003), 

a bong Joon Ho film, will play his third cop 

character after Montage. Moreover, KIM 

Sung-kyun will act in the film. Nameless 

Gangster: rules of the Time (2011) introduced 

KIM Sung-kyun to Korean cinema. Now he 

is an established supporting actor. KIM has 

usually played the villains, but his time, he 

will try to get away from being an antagonist 

by playing a man who seeks to take revenge 

on his wife's murderer.

cart
카트 ca-teu
2014 | 110 MIn | Drama

DIrectOr boo Ji-young
caSt yUM Jung-ah, MooN Jeong-hee, 
KIM young-ae
releaSe Date November, 2014
cOntact 9ers entertainment
tel. +82 70 4490 4073
Fax. +82 2 797 7279
jelee@niners.co.kr

tHe Deal  
살인의뢰 Sal-In Ui-loe
2014 | action

DIrectOr SoN yong-ho 
caSt KIM Sang-kyung, KIM Sung-kyun, 
ParK Sung-woong
releaSe Date November 2014 
cOntact cineGuru
tel. +82 70 8707 2185
kimyj@daou.com

a serial killer terrorizes Seoul, kidnapping 

victims and bringing them into the city’s 

underground sewer network. When a young 

girl becomes his latest abductee, the victim’s 

older sister desperately tries to find her 

before it’s too late.

Korean horrors are usually reserved for 

the summer season, to give heat-stricken 

spectators a chance to cool off with chills 

in the theatre, but Lotte entertainment is 

switching it up by releasing Manhole, their 

latest K-horror, around Halloween, a popular 

horror release date around the rest of the 

world. Manhole also differs from recent 

local horror offerings by featuring a high 

profile cast. Playing the villain is Fasten your 

Seatbelt star JUNG Kyung-ho while playing 

the kidnapped girl is The Man from Nowhere 

(2010) and a Girl at My door child actress 

KIM Sae-ron. HoNG Sangsoo stalwart Jung 

yu-mi features as her older sister. Short film 

director SHIN Jae-young steps up for his first 

feature with this latest horror-thriller Korean 

hybrid that will seek out the dark underbelly 

of Seoul: both literally and figuratively.

ManHOle
맨홀 Men-hol 
2014 | 101 MIn | thriller

DIrectOr SHIN Jae-young
caSt JUNG Kyung-ho, JUNG yu-mi, KIM Sae-ron
releaSe Date october, 2014
cOntact Lotte entertainment
tel. +82 2 3470 3540 
Fax. +82 3470 3549
r333@lotte.net 
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The documentary Strangers on the Field is 

the second work by director KIM Myeong-jun 

who accurately projected the lives of Korean-

Japanese students in our School (2006). This 

time, KIM made a documentary about Korean 

school baseball players who were born and 

raised in Japan and were part of Korean 

baseball history, but are now forgotten. The 

heroes are middle-aged Korean men from 

Japan who threw the first ceremonial pitch 

in a Korean pro baseball game in april 2013. 

They were members of a team who played 

a semifinal game in a high school baseball 

championship at Jamsil baseball Stadium 

in the summer of 1982. The first pitch 

ceremony brought them together. They felt a 

little nervous on the mound and took a while 

to get going, but they shared the memories 

of the final game they played as high school 

students in 1982. They felt strange in Seoul 

and had to overcome the booing spectators 

and the jeers by opposing teams. When 

they finally won, what they heard was not a 

school song but ‘Spring of Hometown’. 

Woo Ki-myung, a high school student, 

decides he wants to become the most 

fashionable person in the world. He does 

so in the hopes of catching the attention 

of a pretty classmate he has a crush on. at 

the same time, KWaK eun-jin also harbors 

a crush on Ki-myung and she too begins to 

change her style to catch his attention.

based on the webcomic of the same name 

by Kian84, Fashion King is the latest offering 

from romcom master oH Ki-hwan. oH 

debuted with Last Present in 2001 and most 

recently remade that film for the chinese 

market as a Wedding Invitation, which 

proved popular on the mainland last year. 

Fashion King stars Steal My Heart heartthrob 

Joo Won as well as K-pop icon Sulli, who 

recently featured in the ensemble of period 

hit The Pirates. Fashion King follows in the 

footsteps of other high school set Korean 

romcoms such as 2004’s 100 days with 

arrogant.

Suffering from intense guilt following his 

mother’s suicide, Soo-myung develops 

schizophrenia and ends up staying at a 

psychiatric hospital. There he meets Seung-

min, who has developed his own mental 

problems due to a difficult inheritance 

battle in his wealthy family. Seung-min is 

desperately trying to escape the hospital and 

soon Soo-myung joins him. Together, they 

look for a way out and past their personal 

problems.

young star Lee Min-ki continues his run as 

a lead following this year’s thrillers Monster 

and For the emperor in this new melodrama. 

co-starring with him is new actor yeo Jin-gu, 

who turned heads with his breakout feature 

role in last year’s Hwayi: a Monster boy, after 

making his bones in TV dramas. 

StranGerS On tHe FIelD 
그라운드의 이방인 Geu-la-un-de-ui I-bang-In
2014 | 103 MIn | Documentary

DIrectOr KIM Myeong-jun 
caSt KWoN Hea-hyo 
releaSe Date 2014 
cOntact INdIeSTory Inc.
tel +82 2 722 6051
Fax +82 2 722 6055
indiestory@indiestory.com

FaSHIOn KInG
패션왕 Pae-syeon-wang
2014 | tBD | romantic comedy

DIrectOr oH Gi-hwan
caSt Joo Won, Sulli
releaSe Date November, 2014
cOntact Finecut co.,Ltd
tel +82 2 569 8777
Fax +82 2 569 9466 
cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

SHOOt MY Heart
내 심장을 쏴라 nae Sim-jang-eul Sswa-ra
2014 | tBD | Drama

DIrectOr MooN che-yong 
caSt Lee Min-ki, yeo Jin-gu
releaSe Date November, 2014
cOntact 9ers entertainment
tel. +82 70 4490 4073
Fax. +82 2 797 7279
jelee@niners.co.kr

» comiNg SooN  
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The Royal Tailor is a story about the ‘sanguiwon’, the people responsible for the royal 
robes worn during the Joseon dynasty. The film follows the life of Dol-seok, the most 
famed tailor in the kingdom. Known for following rules to the letter, his work style, 
seniority and standing put him at odds with Kong-jin, a younger and innately talented 
artisan who is brought into the royal court by nobleman Pan-soo. Things come to a 
head when the King and Queen are embroiled in a crisis due to the attire designed by 
Dol-seok and Kong-jin.
The Royal Tailor is the latest in a slew of period films to hit Korean screens in recent 
years, such as Masquerade (2012), The Face Reader, The Fatal Encounter and this 
summer’s blockbuster hits Roaring Currents and The Pirates.
Director LEE Won-suk returns quickly after having made a splash last year with How to 
Use Guys with Secret Tips. Though his colorful romcom debut was a flop in theaters, it 
was highly regarded by critics and very well received on the international festival circuit, 
picking up awards at the Udine Far East Film Festival and the Fantasia International 
Film Festival, announcing LEE as a new pop-infused auteur. With iridescent set design 
and photography, and a snappy, inventive mise-en-scene, LEE impressed many with his 
combination of infectious film style and involving story and characters. Joining LEE for 
this much bigger project are the stars HAN Suk-kyu and KO Soo. HAN has been one 
of the top names of Korean cinema for the past two decades, following leading roles in 
Green Fish (1997), Shiri (1999) and The President’s Last Bang (2005). He most recently 
starred in the hit spy thriller The Berlin File and melodrama My Paparotti. Meanwhile, 
KO is a major leading man who has impressed with turns in acclaimed genre fare such 
as Haunters (2010) and The Front Line (2011), as well as last year’s JEON Do-yeon 
drama Way Back Home. PARK Shin-hye and YOO Yeon-seok stars as the young royal 
couple while gruff character actor MA Dong-seok features as Pan-soo.

tHe rOYal taIlOr
상의원 Sang-ui-won 2014 | tBD | Period Drama

DIrectOr Lee Won-suk caSt HaN Suk-kyu, Ko Soo, ParK Shin-hye, yoo yeon-seok
releaSe Date Winter, 2014 cOntact Finecut co.,Ltd. tel +82 2 569 8777 FaX +82 2 569 9466
cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Ji-hyuk is an expert safe-cracker who lives the 

highlife stealing antiques and jewelry with 

his team. cHo, a powerful and cruel gang 

boss forces Ji-hyuk’s team to steal USd 50 

million with him. Ji-hyuk plans to get revenge 

on cHo, but ends up falling into cHo’s trap. 

However, cHo later realizes it was all part 

of Ji-hyuk’s scheme. When Ji-hyuk, who was 

thought dead, reappears, hidden secret 

relations between the technicians also 

surface.

young stars KIM Woo-bin, from Friend: The 

Great Legacy, and Lee Hyun-woo of Secretly 

Greatly, lead the cast of this flashy new 

crime thriller which marks the sophomore 

directing effort of Trafficker’s KIM Hong-sun. 

director KIM, who picked up the best new 

director award at the 33rd blue dragon Film 

awards, also reunites with his Traffickers 

star Jo yoon-hee. The con artists will hope 

to capitalize on the proven success of heist 

films at the Korean box office. Previous hits 

have included Tazza: The High rollers (2006), 

The Thieves (2012) and this year’s sequel 

Tazza: The Hidden card. 

tHe cOn artIStS
기술자들 Gi-sul-ja-dul
2014 | tBD | crime, action

DIrectOr KIM Hong-sun
caSt KIM Woo-bin, Lee Hyun-woo
releaSe Date december, 2014
cOntact Lotte entertainment
tel. +82 2 3470 3540 
Fax. +82 3470 3549
r333@lotte.net

» poSt productioN 
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In the 1970s, during the height of political corruption, Gangnam, the southern part of Seoul 
is starting to be transformed into a developed area. Childhood friends Jong-dae and Yong-ki 
struggled to get by, until their shanty homes are demolished by local thugs. Desperate for cash, 
they get involved in violent political clashes, and are separated during one for the skirmishes. Three 
years later, Jong-dae lives as an honest man with former gang leader Kil-su. Meanwhile, Yong-ki 
has joined Seoul’s most powerful criminal gang organization and fights over the lands in Gangnam, 
all in the name of putting together secret political funds that drive up the value of the city.
Returning to the gangster territory he previously explored with 2006’s A Dirty Carnival, director 
YOO Ha will be back in theaters later this year with Gangnam Blues, a sprawling gangster film 
set in the 1970s starring popular idol LEE Min-ho. Having already explored the clash between 
Korean gangsters as property tycoons and the embattled citizens they push out from their homes 
to make way for redevelopment in the classically made and tightly plotted A Dirty Carnival, 
expectations are high for YOO’s latest. The former poet has now made seven films, including such 
landmark features as Marriage Is a Crazy Thing (2002), Once Upon a Time in High School (2004) 
and A Frozen Flower (2008).
Korean gangster cinema, following acclaimed hits such as KIM Jee-woon’s A Bittersweet Life 
(2005), YANG Ik-june’s Breathless (2008), YOON Jong-bin’s Nameless Gangster: Rules of  the 
Time (2012) and PARK Hong-jung’s New World, has developed a strong international reputation, 
making Gangnam Blues one of the most sought after Korean projects in the near future. As the 
titles suggests, the film is set in Gangnam, the trendy district of Seoul that has become known 
around the world following PSY’s hit song ‘Gangnam Style’. The film chronicles the birth of the 
young neighborhood, which was filled with farmland prior to the 1970s.
Starring in Gangnam Blues is idol star LEE Min-ho, who has developed a large following on the 
back of his roles in popular TV dramas such as City Hunter (2011) and The Heirs. The film also 
features KIM Rae-won, of Sunflower (2006) and Insadong Scandal (2009) fame, and actresses 
KIM Ji-su, LEE Yeon-doo and SEOL Hyun.

Three warriors lead a riot during the Goryeo 

dynasty but when deok-ki kills Poong-chun, 

Seol-rang refuses to join his side, instead 

running off with Poong-chun’s daughter. 

18 years later, deok-ki is the most powerful 

person in the land and Seol-rang, who has 

turned blind, is now training Poon-chun’s 

daughter to become a great warrior.

JeoN do-yeon takes on her first fully-

fledged action role in a film that reunites her 

with colleagues from some of her defining 

works. Global star Lee byung-hun returns to 

Korean cinema following a pair of Hollywood 

blockbusters, he previously starred with JeoN 

in 1999’s The Harmonium in My Memory. 

Meanwhile, director ParK Heung-sik made 

his name as a filmmaker with the JeoN do-

yeon led productions I Wish I Had a Wife 

(2001) and My Mother the Mermaid (2004). 

young ingénue KIM Go-eun also features 

in this major period action romp that will 

hope to capitalize not the recent wave of 

popularity enjoyed by the genre in Korea.

GanGnaM BlUeS
강남 블루스 Gang-nam Beul-lu-seu 2014 | tBD | action, Drama

DIrectOr yoo Ha caSt Lee Min-ho, KIM rae-won releaSe Date december, 2014
cOntact Showbox/Mediaplex, Inc. tel. +82 2 3218 5649 Fax. +82 2 3444 6688
sales@showbox.co.kr

MeMOrIeS OF tHe SWOrD
협녀: 칼의 기억 Hyeb-nyeo: Kal-ui Gi-eok
2015 | tBD | action, Drama

DIrectOr ParK Heung-sik
caSt Lee byung-hun, JeoN do-yeon, KIM Go-eun
releaSe Date december, 2014
cOntact Lotte entertainment
tel. +82 2 3470 3540 
Fax. +82 3470 3549
r333@lotte.net

» poSt productioN 
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Set within a music hall of the same 

name in Seoul, c’est si bon follows 

the lives and careers of the members 

of the Korean folk music group Twin 

Folio from the 1960s to the 80s. 

beginning with their rise to fame in 

60s while they were in their 20s, the 

film details the ups and downs of their 

personal and work lives.

Following a less than stellar critical 

and box office reception for sci-fi time 

travel film 11:00 aM, director KIM 

Hyung-seok returns to his drama roots 

with c’est si bon (a French term 

that translates as ‘It’s so good’), with 

a big cast in tow. KIM was previously 

responsible for the romantic hits 

When romance Meets destiny (2005) 

and cyrano agency (2010). Starring 

as the group members in their 20s 

are veteran actor JUNG Woo and cold 

eyes star HaN Hyo-joo. Meanwhile, 

The chaser star KIM yun-seok and 

actress KIM Hee-ae, who recently 

returned to the big screen in Thread 

of Lies following a 21-year absence, 

will play the same characters in their 

40s. Though Twin Folio was in fact a 

duo, the band is presented as a three 

person outfit in the film. 

c’eSt SI BOn
쎄시봉 Ssae-si-bong
2014 | tBD | Drama

DIrectOr KIM Hyun-seok
caSt KIM yun-seok, KIM Hee-ae, 
JUNG Woo, HaN Hyo-joo
releaSe Date Winter, 2014
cOntact cJ entertainment
tel. +82 2 371 6278 Fax. +82 2 371 6340
justinkim@cj.net (sales) / hawon@cj.net 
(festivals) / lineup.cjenm.com

one day, martial arts star cHoI Ik-

ho, known for his talent and humour, 

suddenly finds himself framed for 

murder. Meanwhile, ace is a game 

planner who has masterminded an 

elaborate game to entertainment the 

depraved upper class that turns Seoul 

into a massive game board. With 

nowhere left to turn, Ik-ho enters the 

game in a bid to save his brother.

Following a string of big roles that 

have shown his range as an actor, 

such as in The Thieves (2012), New 

World and The Face reader, Lee Jung-

jae returns as a leading man in big 

Match, along with Sympathy for Mr. 

Vengeance (2002) and Save the Green 

Planet (2003) leading man SHIN Ha-

gyun. K-pop star boa follows her 

Venus Talk cameo with her first full 

role in a Korean film in big Match. The 

film also marks the sixth directorial 

outing for cHoI Ho, and his first in six 

years since Go Go 70s (2008).

BIG MatcH
빅매치 Big-mae-chi
2014 | tBD | crime, action

DIrectOr cHoI Ho
caSt Lee Jung-jae, SHIN Ha-gyun
releaSe Date 2014
cOntact United Pictures
tel. +82 2 3443 8842
Fax. +82 2 3443 4298
dannylee@upictures.co.kr

Speed follows the lives of four Korean 

youngsters who have just turned 21. 

among them is the athlete Lee choo-

won, who hasn't been able to get past 

the memory of his first love, a former 

top singer Ma Goo-rim, who is a star 

that has fallen since a drug scandal, 

the medical student cHoI Seo-won 

who suffers from leukemia, and 

the sex addict SUNG dae-sung who 

harbours ambitions of becoming a 

filmmaker.

director Lee Sang-woo caps off a 

busy 2014 with Speed, his third of 

four features in 2014 and his biggest 

project to date. earlier this year, Lee 

debuted dear dictator at the Jeonju 

International Film Festival, which also 

went to the Sitges International Film 

Festival while his I am Trash had its 

World Premiere at the tenth edition of 

Fantastic Fest. Though it is his ninth 

film, Speed marks Lee’s commercial 

debut. Lee is known for his intense 

and gritty family dramas that explore 

the dark underbelly of Korean society, 

such as Mother Is a Whore (2009) and 

barbie (2012).

SPeeD
스피드 Seu-pi-deu
2014 | tBD | Drama

DIrectOr Lee Sang-woo
caSt Seo Jun-young, baeK Sung-hyun, 
cHoI Tae-hwan, byUN Joon-suk, SHIN 
Seo-hyun
releaSe Date 2014
cOntact Joy N contents Group
tel. +82 70 8883 5587
Fax. +82 2 3442 5528
subee@jooyncontentes.com

ode to My Father is an ambitious 

global period drama set in the wake of 

the Korean War, during the nation’s 

difficult decades of recovery and rapid 

change. deok-soo falls in love with 

young-ja and the couple eventually 

gets married, while his friend dal-

goo remains beside him through the 

waves of time.

Powerhouse producer-director 

yoUN Je-kyun returns with ode to 

My Father, a KrW 14 billion (USd 

13.4 million) post-Korean War period 

piece. yoUN has directed recent hits 

such as Haeundae (2009) as well as 

produced notable blockbusters such 

as Sector 7 (2011), Quick (2011) and 

The Spy: Undercover operation. The 

globetrotting production was shot 

on location in the czech republic, 

Thailand and Korea. ode to My Father 

stars New World (2012) actor HWaNG 

Jung-min, US TV drama Lost alumni 

KIM yun-jin and veteran supporting 

star oH dal-su. Though the film shot 

around the world, much of it takes 

place in the busan International 

Marketplace (the Korean title of the 

film).

ODe tO MY FatHer
국제시장 Guk-je-si-jang
2014 | tBD | Drama

DIrectOr yoUN Je-kyun
caSt HWaNG Jung-min, KIM yun-jin, 
oH dal-soo
releaSe Date Winter, 2014
cOntact cJ entertainment
tel. +82 2 371 6278 Fax. +82 2 371 6340
justinkim@cj.net (sales) / hawon@cj.net 
(festivals) / lineup.cjenm.com
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How to Steal a Dog is a commercial feature that director KIM Sung-ho came up with 
11 years after making Into The Mirror (2003), which received good reviews from 
international film festivals. The film is based on a work by Barbara O'CONNOR, a 
famous writer in English-speaking countries which tells a story about the growth of 
a ten-year-old girl. A girl who lives in a car without a home dreams to live happily in 
a house just like others. As luck would have it, the girl comes across a flyer that offers 
reward money for anyone who can find their missing dog. The girl maps out a plan to 
steal a dog first and to return it for a reward. The target is ‘Wally,’ the dog of her rich 
neighbor grandma. 
The shooting of the film began on June 14th and ended on September 6th after running 
for three months. KIM Hye-ja returns to the screen five years after Mother (2009) 
and make her presence felt as the owner of Wally. GANG Hye-jung, the heroine of 
director PARK Chan-wook’s Oldboy (2003), will also make a comeback to the screen 
through this film after five years. In particular, GANG will show her maturity as well 
as uniqueness by playing a mother for the first time in her acting career. On the other 
hand, child actor LEE Re will play the female lead. One more veteran actor will return 
to the screen by way of this film. He is CHOI Min-su, a charismatic actor in Korean 
cinema who will make a comeback nine years after Holiday (2005). CHOI will play 
a homeless man who becomes a mentor for the girl, Ji-so. KIM Sung-ho created a 
wonderful space with fantastical elements as a director who majored in architecture 
after Into The Mirror. How to Steal a Dog will be a tale for children and a heart-
warming fairytale to adults. The film is now in post-production and will hit theaters in 
December 2014.  

HOW tO Steal a DOG 
개를 훔치는 완벽한 방법 Gae-leul Hum-chi-neun Wan-byeok-han Bang-beop 2014 | tBD | Drama

DIrectOr KIM Sung-ho caSt KIM Hye-ja, cHoI Min-soo, GaNG Hye-Jung, Lee re 
releaSe Date december, 2014 cOntact SaMGeorI Pictures co., Ltd
tel. +82 70 8898 0378 Fax. +82 2 2263 8812 
tornado69@nate.com

boy from Wonderland is the second feature 

of director Heo eun-hee whose debut work 

My Heart beats (2010) was invited to the 

rome International Film Festival in 2010, the 

first invitation for a Korean film. The festival 

gave the work excellent reviews and called 

director Heo “the Pedro aLModoVar of 

Korea.” The film’s motif is a real case that 

took place in Gyeonggi Province, Korea in 

1979. The film is a horror romance film. a 

woman named Hye-joong has been suffering 

from terrible nightmares every night. The 

story unfolds after she meets a mysterious 

man at Wonderland Pension. The female 

lead of Hye-joong was given to JUNG So-

min who will debut through this film after 

appearing in TV dramas. The mysterious 

man who Hye-joong meets at the pension 

will be played by model-turned-actor HoNG 

Jong-hyun. Meanwhile, it is worth paying 

attention to Lee Seung-yun who will return 

to the screen ten years after 3-Iron (2004), 

a KIM Ki-duk film. In this film, Lee attempts 

comedy by playing a gawky exorcist who 

loves idol stars.  

BOY FrOM WOnDerlanD 
앨리스: 원더랜드에서 온 소년 
ael-li-seu: Won-deo-laen-deo-ae-seo On So-nyeon   
2014 | Horror, romance 

DIrectOr Heo eun-hee
caSt HoNG Jong-hyun, JUNG So-min, Lee Seung-yun
releaSe Date 2015 
cOntact Ubicon
cyfilm@naver.com

» poSt productioN 
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The Insiders project made big headlines even 

in the early stage of its production. The original 

cartoon explores a mechanism of wrongdoings 

and corruptions in Korean society through 

‘insiders’ not only in the political, economic 

and media world but also in the prosecution 

and police organizations in Korea. ‘Insiders’ 

means those who live and adapt themselves 

to organizations against their beliefs only to 

earn their salaries. The film version will have 

the same characters and events as those in the 

cartoon, but focus more on its genre as a crime 

drama. The main characters are Lee Gang-

hee, an editorial writer at the most influential 

conservative daily to be played by baeK yoon-

shik, gangster aHN Sang-ku (Lee byung-hun) 

who has been maintaining a mutually beneficial 

relationship with Lee for a long time, and Woo 

Jang-hoon (cHo Seung-woo), a hot-blooded 

prosecutor nicknamed ‘Politician Sniper.’ The 

film starts when political gangster aHN begins 

to seek vengeance on those in power after 

being disregarded after he did dirty jobs for 

them. This film will be directed by Woo Min-ho 

who made the thriller Man of Vendetta (2010) 

and the comic action film The Spies (2012).  

a detective begins an intense investigation 

to chase the heir of a wealthy family that 

runs a large corporation. director ryoo 

Seung-wan follows up his hit spy thriller 

The berlin File with his ninth film Veteran, 

another explosive action thriller. He reteams 

with his The Unjust (2010) star HWaNG 

Jung-min, the elastic-faced chameleon 

known for last year’s gangster thriller New 

World, and veteran actor yU Hae-jin, a 

recognizable face from many Korean classics, 

while Punch (2011) leading man yoo ah-in 

comes on board to work with the director 

for the first time. Veteran also stars notable 

character actor oH dal-su (oldboy, 2003; 

The Thieves, 2012) as well as JeoNG Man-

shik and JUNG Woong-in. Following ryoo’s 

extensive experience with the action and 

thriller genres, such as arahan (2004), crying 

Fist (2005), The city of Violence (2006) and 

more, expectation are high for this latest 

big budget outing from Korea’s top action 

director.

Ji-yeon finds herself falling into debt after 

getting involved in a bad deal suggested to 

her by her friend. reeling from the betrayal 

and financial burden, she meets Sung-yeol, 

who presents her with an opportunity to 

get her life in order. However, though highly 

lucrative, the offer he poses to her is also 

extremely dangerous.

director yooN Jae-gu returns with another 

thriller following his cHa Seung-won 

led detective film Secret in 2009. Secret 

Temptation is based on the 1956 novel ‘La 

femme de paille’ by catherine arLey, which 

was turned into the 1964 Hollywood film 

Woman of Straw. Film stars actress LIM Soo-

jung, who last appeared in 2012’s all about 

My Wife, and yoo yeon-seok, the young star 

who features in three films this fall, including 

Whistle blower and The royal Tailor. The 

film also features reliable character actors 

Lee Geung-young and ParK cheol-min. 

Secret Temptation was partly shot in Macao, 

following the hit heist film The Thieves 

(2012), which also shot there recently. 

InSIDerS 
내부자들 nae-bu-ja-deul    
2014 | action, crime 

DIrectOr Woo Min-ho
caSt Lee byung-hun, cHo Seung-woo, baeK yoon-shik
releaSe Date 2015 
cOntact Showbox/Mediaplex, Inc
tel. +82 2 3218 5649 Fax. +82 2 3444 6688
sales@showbox.co.kr

Veteran
베테랑 Bae-tae-rang
2015 | tBD | crime, action

DIrectOr ryoo Seung-wan
caSt HWaNG Jung-min, yoo ah-in, oH dal-su
releaSe Date 2015
cOntact cJ entertainment
tel. +82 2 371 6278 Fax. +82 2 371 6340
justinkim@cj.net (sales) / hawon@cj.net (festivals) / 
lineup.cjenm.com

Secret teMPtatIOn
은밀한 유혹 eun-mil-han Yu-hok
2014 | tBD | Drama, thriller

DIrectOr yooN Jae-gu
caSt LIM Soo-jung, yoo yeong-seok
releaSe Date 2014
cOntact cJ entertainment
tel. +82 2 371 6278 Fax. +82 2 371 6340
justinkim@cj.net (sales) / hawon@cj.net (festivals) / 
lineup.cjenm.com
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Gokseong is the third project of director Na Hong-jin after The chaser (2008) 

and The yellow Sea (2010). The film unfolds around a bizarre rumor and case 

in a rural town.  KWaK will play Jong-ku, a local police officer, and HWaNG 

will perform as shaman Il-kwang. Moo-myung, a mysterious woman, will be 

played by cHUN Woo-hee who starred in Han Gong-ju which received rave 

reviews from leading international film festivals. The first shooting began in 

Gokseong, South Jeolla Province on august 31st. 

Sado will shed new light on real-life character Prince Sado, who was put 

into a rice box by his father King yeongjo and died eight days later. The film 

paints a tragedy that spanned through three generations - King yeongjo, 

Prince Sado and King Jeongjo. This is a new film by Lee Joon-ik who drew over 

10 million viewers through King and the clown (2005). King yeongjo will be 

played by SoNG Kang-ho who attracted a total of 30 million viewers through 

Snowpiercer, The Face reader and The attorney last year. July 8 marked the 

beginning of shooting.

GOKSeOnG 

SaDO

곡성 Gok-seong 

DIrectOr Na Hong-jin caSt HWaNG Jung-min, KWaK do-won, cHUN Woo-hee 
releaSe Date the first half of 2015

사도 Sa-do 

DIrectOr Lee Jun-ik caSt SoNG Kang-ho, yoo ah-in, MooN Geun-young
releaSe Date  the first half of 2015

In 1795, the nineteenth year of King Jeongjo’s reign, a large amount 
of fake silver is slipped into circulation creating a substantial 
threat to the economy. Detective KIM Min is assigned the task to 
investigate the crime ring behind the scheme. He goes undercover 
in a rural village with his best friend and sidekick, Seok-pil. In the 
village, the pair meets a girl called Da-hae who asks them to help 
her find her missing sister. Soon, Da-hae goes missing, too, and 
discolored, bluish corpses of village girls begin to wash up on the 
shore. KIM Min discovers that these deaths are directly related to 
the manufacturing operation of counterfeit silver.
Director KIM Suk-yoon teams up once again with stars KIM 
Myung-min and OH Dal-su for this sequel to the period private 
eye action-comedy Detective K: Secret of Virtuous Widow, the 
fourth most popular Korean film of 2011 with 4.8 million viewers. 
Joining them for this new outing is actress LEE Yeon-hee. 

DetectIVe K: 
tHe FarMHanD’S 
DaUGHter
조선명탐정: 놉의 딸 Jo-seon-meyong-tam-jeong: nop-ui Ddal

DIrectOr KIM Sok-yun caSt KIM Myung-min, oH dal-su, Lee yeon-hee
releaSe Date February, 2015 cOntact Showbox/Mediaplex, Inc.
tel. +82 2 3218 5649 Fax. +82 2 3444 6688 
sales@showbox.co.kr

» SHootiNg
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Western Front tells the story of a South Korean soldier and a North 

Korean soldier who meet each other during the Korean War in 

1953. The film will be the debut work of cHUN Sung-il who wrote 

screenplays for My Girlfriend Is an agent (2009), a comic spy film 

which drew four million spectators, and The Pirates, a historical 

film which recorded 8.4 million admissions. The film stars SeoL 

Kyung-gu and yeo Jin-gu. SeoL is a leading Korean talent with 

mature acting skills and proven capacity to draw moviegoers. They 

began filming on September 5th. 

assassination deals with chases between assassins, members 

of the provisional Korean government who gather to assassinate 

pro-Japanese Koreans and hit men in Shanghai and Seoul in the 

1930s. This is the fifth film by director cHoI dong-hoon who 

helped Korean cinema take a big step forward through original 

characters, excellent storytelling and refined directing as seen in 

The big Swindle (2004), Tazza: The High rollers (2006), Woochi 

(2009) and The Thieves (2012). They began shooting in Shanghai 

in September. 

WeStern FrOnt cHrOnIcleS OF a 
BlOOD MercaHnt 
허삼관 매혈기 

Heo-sam-gwan Mae-Hyeol-gi  

DIrectOr Ha Jung-woo caSt Ha Jung-woo, Ha 
Ji-won, SUNG dong-il, KIM young-ae, cHo Jin-
woong releaSe Date the first half of 2015

chronicles of a blood Merchant is a film based on a 

famous novel by yU Hua from china. The film tells 

the sad story of Heo Sam-gwan who sells his blood 

for his family in the 1980s through satire and humor. 

actor Ha Jung-woo, one of the hottest tickets in 

Korean cinema today, will not only play the male lead 

but also direct the film. Ha Ji-won, who will enter 

Hollywood soon, will play Heo’s wife. The shooting 

of the film began on June 3rd. 

cOIn lOcKer GIrl 
코인로커 걸 co-in-lo-ker Geul 

DIrectOr HaN Joon-hee caSt KIM Hye-soo, 
KIM Go-eun, Go Kyoung-pyo releaSe Date 
the first half of 2015

In coin Locker Girl, Il-young is abandoned in a box 

inside a coin locker in a subway station as a baby. 

She is then taken in and nurtured into a member of 

a crime ring by its boss (KIM Hye-soo) who is the de-

facto ruler of chinatown and is called the ‘mother.’ 

The film is expected to show extraordinary acting by 

two strong actresses, KIM Hye-soo and KIM Go-eun, 

who are expected to demonstrate their charisma in 

chinatown, loaded with all manner of crimes and 

tough guys. Its shooting began on august 5th. 

PeacH FlOWer SOnG  
도리화가 Do-ri-hwa-ga

DIrectOr Lee Jong-pil caSt ryU Seung-
ryong, Suzy, KIM Nam-gil, SoNG Sae-byeok 
releaSe Date  the first half of 2015

Peach Flower Song is about the famous Korean 

opera singer SHIN Jae-hyo and his student  JIN chae-

sun who later became the first famous female opera 

singer of the Joseon Period. ryU Seung-ryong will 

play SHIN Jae-hyo who taught JIN Pansory as the 

principal of dongri Jeongsa Pansori School, and the 

master of Korean opera Pansori in the second half 

of the Joseon Period.  Suzy, a member of the girl 

group Miss a who successfully debuted through 

architecture 101 (2012) will play JIN who broke a 

taboo that did not allow a woman to become a 

Pansori singer and became Joseon Kingdom’s first 

female Pansori singer.    

ScOUnDrel   
무뢰한 Mu-loe-han

DIrectOr oH Seung-uk caSt JeoN do-yeon,  
KIM Nam-gil releaSe Date the first half of 2015

Scoundrel is a hardboiled film that we do not usually 

come by in Korea. The film portrays destiny-like 

love between a cop and a woman who is actually 

the lover of a suspect in a murder case. ‘Queen 

of cannes’ actress JeoN do-yeon will play Hye-

gyeong, the lover of the suspect, and KIM Nam-gil 

will feature as the detective. This is the second film 

by director oH Seung-uk who wrote a screenplay 

for christmas in august (1998) and directed 

Killimanjaro (2000).

a Man anD a WOMan   
남과 여 nam-gwa-yeo 

DIrectOr Lee yoon-ki caSt JeoN do-yeon, 
GoNG yu releaSe Date  2015  

a Man and a Woman illustrates the forbidden love 

of a man and a woman in snow-covered Finland. 

This is a new work by Lee yoon-ki who directed This 
charming Girl (2005) and My dear enemy (2008). 

JeoN do-yeon, who worked with Lee in My dear 
enemy (2008), will play female lead Sang-min. 

GoNG yu of Silenced (2011) and The Suspect was 

cast as Ki-hong. The shooting of the film will begin 

this November.

tODaY’S lOVe    
오늘의 연애 O-neul-ui Yeon-ae

DIrectOr ParK Jin-pyo caSt Lee Seung-ki, 
MooN chae-won releaSe Date 2015

Today’s Love is a romantic film about impalpable 

relationships between a man and a woman, just 

like weather. This is a new project by ParK Jin-

pyo who has made various genre films such as you 
are My Sunshine (2005) and Voice of a Murderer 

(2007). This film will debut Lee Seung-ki as a 

screen actor. Lee will play Jun-soo, a loser in the 

field of love who courts girls but does not win their 

love although he wines and dines and gives gifts 

to them. MooN chae-won will come back to the 

silver screen through this film after three years 

since War of the arrows (2011). MooN will play the 

weatherwoman Hyun-woo who is very charming 

but often cusses and behaves badly. Filming began 

in July. 

JanGSU Mart     
장수상회 Jang-su-sang-hoe

DIrectOr KaNG Je-kyu caSt ParK Keun-
hyong, yoUN yuh-jung, cHo Jin-woong, HaN 
Ji-min releaSe Date  2015

Jangsu Mart is a heart-warming family drama that 

unfolds at a market in a town that will soon be 

redeveloped. The film begins when feisty senior 

citizen Sung-chil (ParK Keun-hyong) meets 

Geum-nim (yoUN yuh-jung). This is a simple 

family drama by KaNG who has steadily directed 

Korean blockbusters such as Swiri (1998), Taegukgi: 
brotherhood of War (2004) and My Way (2011). The 

film entered the shooting stage in august.

aSSaSSInatIOn

서부전선 Seo-bu-jun-sun 

DIrectOr cHUN Sung-il caSt SeoL Kyung-gu, yeo Jin-gu
releaSe Date 2015

암살 am-sal 

DIrectOr cHoI dong-hoon caSt Ha Jung-woo, Gianna JUN, Lee Jung-jae
releaSe Date the first half of 2015
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Korean Directors   
roaring in China 

The 2nd Korean wave in China is turning 
up a storm. The first K-wave was focused 
on Korean dramas and actors, but most 
recently, ‘K-wave of directors’ is coming into 
focus. As the Chinese film market is getting 
bigger, commercial genre film productions 
have become more active. The Chinese film 
industry started to look outside of local 
filmmakers to find new pairs of eyes that can 
create polished genre films. As a result, they 
started to make love calls to popular Korean 
genre filmmakers and outstanding results 
were made from such partnerships.
First in line was director AN Byung-ki who 
had a homerun at the Chinese film market. 
In 2011, he was suggested by a Chinese film 
company to remake a Chinese version of 
Bunshinsaba (2004), which was released in 
2012 with the same title. Just in China, the 
film made USD 10.8 million, which was a 
record high for a Chinese horror film. AN 
also made Bunshinsaba 2, which followed 
the success of the first film and made USD 14 
million, eclipsing the record of the original. 
AN also made Bunshinsaba 3. However, 

it’s not just horror films that are doing well. 
Melodramas and romcoms are also receiving 
a lot of interest. In 2013, OH Ki-hwan’s A 
Wedding Invitation did well and reached 
a record as a Korea-China co-production, 
further igniting the ‘K-wave of directors’.

China: falling in love with Korean romantic 

comedy

Lately, director KWAK Jae-yong has caught 
the eyes of the Chinese film industry. His 
new film Meet Miss Anxiety paints the 
story of a woman who breaks up with her 
boyfriend, catching an early menopause 
syndrome, but heals herself mentally and 
physically through a new love. Actors and 
actresses such as ZHOU Xun, one of the 
hottest Chinese actresses today, as well 
as TONG Dawei, CHUNG Hongleung 
and CHEUNG Chilam are cast in this 
romantic  film. In China, the film is highly 
anticipated as a follow-up to KWAK’s series 
of films about girls - My Sassy Girl  (2001), 
Windstruck (2004) and Cyborg She (2008). 
ZHOU Xun who will play the female lead 

for Meet Miss Anxiety is planning to play 
a perky girl, similar to KWAK’s previous 
films such as Gianna JUN in My Sassy Girl  
and Windstruck, and AYASE Haruka in 
Cyborg She. “She is a jaunty girl and at the 
same time, has an extraordinarily comical 
character. At first sight, I became quite 
sure that ZHOU is the right actress for the 
heroine in my film,” KWAK said, expressing 
his satisfaction about the casting. 
Also KWAK’s masterpiece My Sassy Girl  is 
taking shape as a co-production between 
Korea and China, for a sequel. Titled 
My New Sassy Girl , the film will go into 
production later this month with director 
JOH Keun-shik. Korea’s Shincine will 
produce, marking their first production 
in ten years, along with the Chinese outfit 
Beijing Sky Wheel Media. The co-produced 
project, which has a budget of RMB 32 
million (USD 5.2 million), is the first to go 
before cameras since the ratification of the 
China-Korea co-production treaty. 
Another remarkable director is JANG Tae-
yoo, the director of the SBS TV drama My 

KWaK Jae-yong JaNG Tae-yoo oH Ki-hwan cHaNG yoon-hyun
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Love from Star who recently enjoyed huge 
popularity in China and decided to go to 
the country to work on a production of 
a romantic comedy film, catching public 
attention. He signed a 5-year exclusive 
contract with Yuehua which is a major 
entertainment company in China. JANG’s 
new project in china is a 3D romantic 
comedy. JANG said, “When I received the 
offer from China, I considered it carefully. 
I appreciate the potential of the Chinese 

market. I hope to show a distinctive story.” 
JANG Tae-yoo signed with Yuehua 
Entertainment, which started off as a music 
label in 2009 and has a history of bringing 
So Young to fame. With the success, they 
expanded their business to film. Yuehua 
Entertainment is looking into and planning 
the globalization of K-wave through their 
productions.

Dreaming of a variety in genres 
Korean directors’ activities in China have 
been spelling remarkable achievements. 
Director CHANG Yoon-hyun is now 
shooting Pyung An Do, a Korean-Chinese 
joint production film. Director CHANG 
Yoon-hyun made films of various genres 
including melodrama The Contact (1997), 
crime thriller Tell Me Something (1999) and 
action blockbuster Some (2004). His latest 
film Pyung An Do is also a thriller, about 
a group of ocean researchers who end up 
at a deserted island and are faced by fear 
and danger while they struggle to escape 
the place. CJ Entertainment stated, “it’s a 

type of story that China hasn’t really dealt 
with before. It’s a well-made film that mixes 
horror, melodrama and suspense, and it will 
be sure to entertain.”
Currently in China, there are many other 
works from Korean directors in line. They 
are HUH In-moo’s Wedding Day, PARK 
Chul-kwan’s Show Battle, GAE Yoon-shik’s 
Making Love Story, LEE Jae-han’s 3rd Love  
and HWANG Soo-ah’s I Want to Hold Your 
Hand to name a few. In addition, art director 

JEON Soo-ah, cinematographer KIM 
Hyeong-gu and screenwriter CHOI Suk-
hwan are also currently working as key crew 
members of Chinese productions.

Will K-wave of directors continue? 

Recently, Korean directors make films in 
China by being associated with a Chinese 
production company or by a co-production 
between Korea and China. The most 
common genres Korean directors are making 
there are romantic comedies, thrillers and 
horror films. This is because the Chinese 
film industry is famous for martial arts and 
action films. They’re still not accustomed to 
making and watching films of other genres. 
In order for the Chinese film industry to 
develop, turning their focus on genre films is 
not a surprise. If the films Korean directors 
are making in China continue to do well, we 
can expect more filmmakers to carry on the 
torch in the mainland.
However, there are also predictions that the 
‘K-wave of directors’ will not last very long. 
The Chinese film market is the 2nd biggest 

in the world after Hollywood. Its sales size 
is about USD 3.6 billion, twice as big as 
the Korean market. The Chinese market is 
growing exponentially and although Korean 
directors are being called for now, China and 
Hollywood could potentially end up working 
together instead. Another trend is that 
the Chinese producers who absorbed the 
filmmaking know-how from Korean genre 
directors are also planning to train young 
Chinese directors.

One industry professional said, “what 
Chinese film production companies need are 
not Korean directors, but their know-how. 
Currently, the young and bright Chinese 
filmmakers are making their way in training. 
There is a chance that the current demand 
for Korean filmmakers might be coming 
to an end soon.” Another professional 
added “working with Korea is a process 
and the middle step for the Chinese film 
industry before we move onto working with 
Hollywood directly. With China’s finances 
and Hollywood’s technical skills, the 
partnership between the two is very likely 
to happen soon.” In order to continue this 
demand and partnership between China 
and Korea, Korean filmmakers must be able 
to provide unique characteristics different 
from Hollywood, and focus on the Asian 
sensibility that the Chinese audiences can 
relate to.  
by paRK Hye-eun   

aN byung-ki a Wedding Invitation Pyung an do bunshinsaba
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Korean Films in toronto: 
TIFF 2014 City to City’s Spotlight on Seoul

This year, the biggest film festival in North 
America placed a special importance on 
Korea. The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) 
joined the celebration as the Toronto 
International Film Festival (TIFF) selected 
films from Seoul to showcase through its City 
to City program at its 39th annual film festival 
which was held from September 4th to 14th. 
TIFF boasts a diverse selection of films each 

year, and this year, it programmed 393 films 
from 79 countries with 8 films in the City to 
City program, with a total of 14 Korean films 
throughout.
The City to City program include A Dream 
of Iron by Kelvin Kyung kun PARK, Alive by 
PARK Jung-bum, Confession by LEE Do-yun, 
Gyeongju by ZHANG Lu, world premieres of 
Cart by BOO Ji-young and Scarlet Innocence 

by YIM Pil-sung, and Cannes titles A Girl at 
My Door by July JUNG and A Hard Day  by 
KIM Seong-hun. All City to City directors 
were in attendance except for ZHANG Lu. 
Aside from City to City titles, SHIM Sung-
bo directed and BONG Joon Ho produced 
the naval thriller, Haemoo which played as 
the Gala Presentation, while the Masters 
Program invited familiar auteurs’ works 

FEsTiVal REpoRT

© WireImage/Getty for TIFF
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such as IM Kwon-taek’s Revivre and Hong 
Sangsoo’s Hill of Freedom. In the Wavelengths 
section, which focuses on more artistic and 
experimental films, YOO Soon-mi’s Songs 
from the North, a South Korea-Portugal-
USA co-production, was selected along with a 
short by KIM Kyung-man called Beep, both of 
which deal with political content. In addition, 
the Discovery program where works of new 
up and coming directors are presented, Albert 
SHIN’s In Her Place, a Canadian-Korean co-
production took up a slot.
KOFIC, in support of the Korean films, had 
a booth at the Hyatt Hotel in the Industry 
Centre. This is where most of the interviews 
with the directors took place, while it was also 
used as a meeting space for sales companies 
and other film professionals to ask about 
Korean films, co-productions and shooting in 
Korea.
In the industry programming, there was a 
Korean Panel on spotlighting the films of 
South Korea at the Glenn Gould Studio on the 
8th. The panelists include SUH Youngjoo of 
Finecut, Anita Lee of National Film Board of 
Canada, LEE Eun of Myung Films, LEE Tae-
hun of OPUS Pictures and KIM Mee-hyun, 
the director of Global Marketing Team from 
KOFIC. The session discussed the financial 
aspects as well as the production environment 
in creating Korea’s current global position, and 
how to co-produce with South Korea. 
As for the stars, Scarlet Innocence lead 
JUNG Woo-sung joined the 2nd public 
screening, and despite being scheduled early 
in the morning, JUNG and director YIM 
were welcomed by many fans, filling up the 
University of Toronto’s Isabel Bader theatre. 
JUNG’s involvement with this film is a new 
turn to his preexisting image, and will likely be 
acknowledged for his daring change.
Haemoo lead actress HAN Ye-ri, a rising star, 
was also in town for the gala screening and the 
director SHIM Sung-bo and HAN received 
rave reviews after almost filling up the roughly 
2000-seat Roy Thomson Hall theater. HAN 
and SHIM also had a special conversation 

with KoBiz about the film which can be found 
on KoBiz’s website. 
In celebration of all the Korean films at TIFF, 
KOFIC partnered with the festival to organize 
the City to City Party: Korean Film Night on 
September 9th. Held at the Shangri-la Hotel 
after the Asian Film Summit and the premiere 
screening of Haemoo, the party cooked 
up various Korean fusion foods along with 
servings of soju shots and makgeolli cocktails, 
Korean music with jazz twists and a beautifully 
decorated patio. TIFF’s Artistic Director 
Cameron Bailey also joined the party, as well 
as the City to City directors and Haemoo’s 
HAN Ye-ri.
The next day was the City to City press 
conference held at the TIFF Bell Lightbox. 
Directors PARK Jung-bum, BOO Ji-young, 
July JUNG and KIM Seong-hun joined 
as panelists to represent the program and 
KOFIC’s chairman KIM Eui-suk opened 
up the session with a few welcoming words. 
TIFF’s Cameron Bailey moderated the 
session. They discussed their respective 
films, the process they went through with the 
production, how the city of Seoul impacted 
their films and also broke down some 
stereotypes of Korean films and the Korean 
film industry.
Through the press conference, the four 
directors discussed their experience of 
being in Toronto, and their appreciation in 

participating this year. They felt welcomed by 
the audience where all four films’ screenings 
were received well. For Alive, although the 
theatre wasn’t packed, the viewers who 
decided to watch the film stayed until the very 
end of the Q&A, prepped with very insightful 
questions discussing PARK’s symbolisms and 
the hidden meanings behind his film. For Cart 
and A Girl at My Door, the screenings had 
great attendances and was also filled with very 
enthusiastic audiences that were curious about 
the social issues the films discuss regarding 
Korean society. A Hard Day’s subject matter 
is more light and mainstream, and audiences 
were very excited, cheering and applauding 
even before the film started. 
All in all, the City to City program and the full 
Korean line-up at TIFF provided a glimpse of 
the Korean films in contemporary Korea, from 
art films like Hill of Freedom to social drama 
such as Cart, political discussions through 
Songs from the North and more commercial 
films Haemoo and Confession. Hopefully the 
program will lead to the familiarization and 
globalization of Korean films and aid in future 
partnerships.  
by June Kim  

boo Ji-young, ParK Jung-bum, July JUNG, KIM Seong-hun
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koFIc nEws

4th Korean Film 
Festival in China 
In late August, the 4th Korean Film 
Festival was held in Beijing and Shanghai. 
It programmed ten Korean films which 
were scheduled for Beijing from August 
27th until September 3rd, and Shanghai 

from September 10th until the 17th. 
Korean heartthrob JANG Geun-suk and 
Chinese actress BAI Baihe, who starred in 
Love is Not Blind(2011), were appointed 
as ambassadors of the festival and were in 
attendance at the opening to show their 
support. The opening was held at the 

CGV Indigo in Beijing along with a press 
conference. 
The attendees included South Korean 
Ambassador to China, KWON Yong-
se, China Korean Cultural Center’s KIM 
Jin-gon, KOFIC’s Vice-chairman HONG 
Seung-ki, ZHANG Hong Sen of SAPPRFT 
(The State Administration of Press, 
Publication, Radio, Film and Television of 
the People's Republic of China), CJ E&M’s 
JUNG Tae-sung, director CHANG of 
opening film The Target, director KIM Ji-
hoon of The Tower (2012), HAN Dong-
wook of When a Man Loves a Woman and 
YOON Jong-chan of My Paparotti (2012). 
All in all, about 500 film related delegates 
were in attendance for the opening 
ceremony and press conference.
The festival was hosted by SAPPRFT and 
China’s Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 
while it was organized by SAPPRFT, 
KOFIC, the Korean Cultural Center in 
China and CJ E&M. Following the co-
production agreement signed between 

Korean cinema in 
china, Mexico and Kazakhstan

reaching Out to the Different ends of the earth: 
Korea Strengthens Partnership with 3 countries

With the goal to find new markets and to establish partnerships with other countries around 
the world, the Korean Film council (KoFIc) stepped up its game towards the end of summer by 

visiting china, Mexico and Kazakhstan. With special events dedicated to Korean cinema, 
KoFIc had an exciting and rewarding time in each of the locations.
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China and Korea in July, which promotes 
partnerships between the two nations 
especially with co-productions and in 
active exchanges between the two nations’ 
production resources, the festival was the 
largest in the event thus far.

Meeting between 
Korea and Mexico 

In South America, a promotional event 
called Encuentros Corea-Mexico, which 
translates as ‘Meeting between Korean 
and Mexico’, was held from August 27th 
until the 30th in Mexico City. This special 
event included a signing of an MOU, the 
Korea-Mexico Film Industry Partnership 
Forum, Business Matching Sessions and 
screenings of Korean films. On the 27th, 
the Instituto Mexicano de Cinematografía 
(IMCINE) and KOFIC signed an MOU 
for an advanced partnership between their 
film industries. Through the MOU, the 
two countries will be obliged to promote 
co-productions, film festivals and share 
resources for four years. On the same day, 
KOFIC organised a Korean Film Night 
reception in celebration of the partnership 
and the opening of the Korean film 
showcase. The films include Gyeongju, The 
Russian Novel (2012), The King of Pigs 
(2011), Nora Noh, The Front Line (2011), 
Rough Play, The Fake, The Face Reader, 
Way Back Home and The Fatal Encounter. 
The opening film was SHIN Yeon-shick’s 
The Russian Novel which filled a 400-seat 
theatre.

Mexico is the largest film market in 
Central and South America. As Mexico 
has welcomed the Korean wave and boasts 
about having 70 Korean cultural clubs, 
which is more than any other country 
in the world, it is not surprising that 
Korean films were warmly received. The 
Encuentros Corea-Mexico was a very 
fitting promotional effort and will lead 
to the further spread of Korean films and 
culture in South America.

10th Eurasia Film Festival 
with KoFIC
Next on the calendar was a new market 
outreach for KOFIC. The 10th Kazakhstan 
International Eurasia Film Festival, in 
partnership with KOFIC, held a Korean 
cinema showcase as well as a roundtable 
from September 15th to the 20th. This 
leading film festival in Central Asia screened 
seven Korean films including the works of 
IM Kwon-taek, LEE Chang-dong, YEON 
Sangho and KIM Seong-hun, to name a 
few. On September 16th in Almatx, KOFIC 
signed an MOU with KazakhFilmStudios 

for supporting exchanges of Korean and 
Kazakh films as well as filmmakers and 
actors in cooperation for co-productions. 
KOFIC also staged a presentation on Korean 
cinema and the Korean film industry 
through a press conference. During the 
event, local filmmakers and actors showered 
down questions on Korea’s advanced film 
production systems, showing their interest 
in Korean films. After signing the MOU, 
there was a roundtable event to introduce 
the visions of the Korean film industry. In 
the evening of the same day, KOFIC and 
the Korean Cultural Center in Kazakhstan 
hosted an evening of Korean cinema, 
creating an opportunity for networking. 
Through the MOU and the showcase, the 
distribution of Korean films in the region 
will become more active in Central Asia. 
Due to KOFIC’s visit to the three countries, 
there is no doubt that relationships have 
strengthened and Korean films are spreading 
globally. In December of 2014, KOFIC is 
aiming to attend the Film Bazaar in Goa, 
India to tackle its next new market.  
by June KIM      
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onlIne sCREEning

Korean films are just a click away. You can 
experience first hand the present and future of 
Korean cinema anywhere in the world. You can 
do so by visiting KoBiz Online Screening, run 
by the Korean Film Council (KOFIC). Online 
screening systems are now an indispensible 
tool in the film industry. Every year, major film 
festivals in Korea such as Jeonju, PiFan and Busan 
discover and present unique and extraordinary 
Korean films. These films are well received at 
leading overseas film festivals and produce 
tangible results in foreign markets.
KoBiz Online Screening provides 
opportunities to watch Korean films 
online to film industry delegates such as 
overseas buyers, film festival programmers and 
foreign journalists through close partnerships 
with film festivals. In the past, KoBiz Online 
Screening has serviced films such as Han Gong-
ju directed by LEE Sujin and 10 Minutes by LEE 
Yong-seung, both of which took home multiple 
prizes this year. In addition, large-scale films 
such as Cold Eyes directed by KIM Byeong-
seo and CHO Ui-seok, and No Breathing by 
CHO Yong-sun, made inroads through great 
storytelling, and embodied exciting visual works 
and rising Korean wave stars. Furthermore, the 
online screening service also provided services 
to stream the short Sprout directed by YOON 
Ga-eun and Safe directed by MOON Byoung-
gon, films recognised and awarded at Cannes 

out. Moreover, KoBiz is preparing a new type 
of screening called ‘Rough Cut’ in collaboration 
with Docs Port Incheon that will kick off this 
November. 
‘Rough Cut’ will help foreign investors pick 
up good-quality works that are having trouble 
raising funds for production. The launch of 
Rough Cut will parallel the KoBiz website’s 
comprehensive change. The Online Screening 
Newsletter underwent a big makeover to move 

away from dark tones by adopting 
splendid colors of pastels and clear 

composition, which was launched in 
September.    

As for the KoBiz Online Screening website, 
which partially updated earlier this year, the 
Korean Film Council will kill two birds with 
one stone – enhancing user experience and 
heightening security that will rule out any leaks 
of serviced films. The KoBiz Online Screening 
website places watermarks and is secure from 
illegal downloading. As of September 2014, its 
registered members reached 850 and about 500 
Korean films were at the service’s disposal. By 
adapting to user recommendations and ideas, 
the Korean Film Council is planning to finish its 
makeover by the end of this year.  

and Berlin.
 KoBiz Online Screening launched in October 
2012 and has expanded its Festival Screening 
section since then. The added festivals are the 
International Women's Film Festival in Seoul, 
the Jecheon International Music & Film Festival 
and the EBS International Documentary Festival 
beyond the usual three major film festivals 
this year. These jubilees were added to help 
various genre films to cement their positions in 
Korea and internationally. KoBiz prepared an 
opportunity to screen films of unique emotions 
that large-scale film festivals might have left 

KoBiz Online Screening
exciting Way to enjoy Dynamic Korean Films   
Festival Screening has extended its partnerships with more film 
festivals, and the design of the newsletter has been updated! 

by paRK Shin-young

(International Promotion Department, KOFIc)

screening.
koreanfilm.or.kr
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MoVIe POP

Are you curious about Korean drinking 
culture? Then watch HONG Sangsoo’s films. 
Most definitely, all you need to know is in 
his films. All sorts of situations that you 
could ever come across at a drinking party 
are demonstrated in HONG’s work. First, 
Koreans usually have get-togethers at bars. 
It means you will drink at any meeting. Take 
Hahaha (2009) for example. Mun-gyeong 
(KIM Sang-kyung) and Jung-sik (YU Jun-
sang) drink Makgeolli (Korean rice wine) 
and reminisce about what happened in the 
previous summer. Whether they are friends 
or lovers or colleagues, HONG’s characters 
never meet at a café. They meet up at a bar 
or perhaps somewhere else, but somehow 
they always end up at a bar. Characters in 
The Day He Arrives (2011) are another 
example. They look to be related with each 
other through various means, but really they 
just wander around the bars and that is their 
main connection.
The characters often act out of drunkenness. 
This is obvious in HONG’s early films. 

The scene where Hyo-seob acted violently 
in The Day a Pig Fell Into a Well (1996) 
is unforgettable. The Power of Kangwon 
Province (1998) is also remarkable. In that, 
a woman hugging a drunken man at a bar is 
the official poster. It is a scene we can often 
witness in real life. Men in the film drink 
wildly as if they were born to be drunk. The 
situation becomes awkward sometimes. 
In Like You Know It All (2008), Gyeong-
nam (KIM Tae-woo) goes to Jeju Island to 
give a special lecture. While he drinks with 
students after the lecture, the get-together 
is jeopardized by drunken behavior due 
to a sensitive social order and unexpected 
remarks. Situations after people drink in 
Woman is the Future of Man (2004) and 
Nobody’s Daughter Haewon (2012) are not 
very different. Because the younger person 
is supposed to turn their heads to the side 
when drinking with an older person in 
Korea, uncomfortable situations can take 
place.
While drunken behavior in HONG 

Sangsoo’s films has to do with realism, My 
Sassy Girl (2001) is a bit more fantastical. 
Let’s recall what she (Gianna JUN) did in 
the subway. She vomited on a stranger, 
which served as the beginning of a romantic 
relationship. The chubby girl (KOH Sui-hee) 
in Barking Dogs Never Bite (2000) jumped 
and kicked a side mirror of a car parked 
on the street. On the other hand, OH Dae-
su (CHOI Min-shik) in Oldboy (2003) and 
Jeong-won (HAN Suk-kyu) in Christmas 
in August (1998) were taken to the police 
station. This also happens normally and 
Korean people are generally broad-minded 
about public drunks. “Let’s drink to death!” 
is the motto of many people. Once they 
drink, they don’t stop until they can go no 
further. Some people start drinking in the 
middle of the day like in NOH Young-seok’s 
Daytime Drinking (2009) and others lose 
consciousness like those in the ‘red room’ of 
Turning Gate (2002).
A drinking party in Korea is not simply for 
fun but is a chance to be frank. Drinking 
sometimes offers an opportunity for a big 
event. Some Koreans speak their true feelings, 
start a relationship and confirm friendships. 
The man and the woman in A Moment to 
Remember (2004) bet destiny over a small 
glass of soju (Korean distilled spirit). In this 
sense, liquor is probably a paramount remedy 
to everyday life for Koreans.  
by KIM Hyung-seok(Film critic)

about Korean culture
the More You Know, the More Fun It Is

raising a glass in Korea is the moment to open your heart.

Hahaha a moment To remember


